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South Fulton's Coach
Sees Winning Season
By GENE RUOFF,
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
South Fulton High School started its football season recently
with a 26-12 loss to Dresden,
Tenn.
The loss was something of a
change for the school's new head
coach, Roland Bell, for he was assistant coach last year with the
championship team of Tennessee's
Reelfoot Conference, Greenfield.
Bell _inherited a 2-7-1 record
from Coach Wayne Organ's oneyear-stand last season, and he
lost HI of the club's 22 lettermen.
The new South Fulton mentor
is about 6-2 and is a strapping
210-pounder. He is also probably
the youngest head football coach
in several states, as he is only
21 years old.
Bell started school early, mostly
because of his size, he laughs, and
this same size helped him become
a five-year varsity football player.
He didn't play any football in
college, because he was a little
too busy attending Bethel College
in the days and going to night
school at Martin College. He did
manage to get his degree in three
years, however, and at the age of
20 he took his first coaching job
at Greenfield last season.
A head coaching position is a
big responsibility for a relative
youngster like Bill, but he feels

he can turn out a club that will
better last season's record. He has
one formula for this—solid basic
football and lots of hard work.
The hard work part, he said,
came as a shock to some of the
players ,and several quit the
team the first day of practice.
They are back, though, and most
of the team is getting into pretty
good shape.
Bell says the main problem
with his club is lack of experience. This really showed in the
first game, he said, because the
game was lost primarily on mistakes.
The South Fulton attack centers around a boy that Bell calls
a "coach's dream," Gene Hardy.
Hardy L a senior halfback, and
(Continued on page eight)
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Local Manufacturer
To Have Exhibit
In Chicago Fair •

THE NEWS
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, September 6,
1962

Jaycee Talent Show
Plans Announced;
Set For Sept. 15

Jiffy Steamer Company of Fulton will exhibit a portable steamer which removed creases and imprints from upholstery during the
National Furniture Manufacturers
eighth annual Supply, Equipment
and Fabric Fair in Chicago, September 15-18.

Only the first 20 entries will
be accepted in the annual Fulton
Jaycee Talent Contest which has
been set for September 15 at 7:30
p. m. in Carr Auditorium.
The winner will receive an allexpense paid trip to compete in
the Mid-South Fair Talent ConExecutive of the display will be test. The only entry requirement
is that the contestant be between
John Simrell.
the ages of 10 and 20 years.
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First Dose of Sabin Vaccine For Polio
To Be Given Here On Sunday, October 7
Sunday, October 7th has been designated as the
date for "Operation Sabin Vaccine" in Fulton County.
The project to immunize all persons age three months
and over against polio is a joint effort of the United
States Public Health Service and the American Medical
Association. The medical societies of Fulton and many
counties are undertaking the effort to administer the
Sabin vaccine to all persons even though they have been
immunized with the older Salk Polio ilaccine. Hickman
County has also specified October 7 as the date when
the mass immunization program will be administered.

Hoyt Barnett
Resigns Office
As Representative

Huyt Barnett, has tendered his
resignation as representative from
Fulton and Hickman counties to
Governor Bert T. Combs. Dated
August 30, 1962, Mr. Barnett exDr. Bob Peterson, president of tered orally. Three
pressed
his deep pleasure to the
drops of the
Governor
the Fulton County Medical Society vaccine are saturated on a
for
having
serVed
cube
with
him in the 1962 General Asannounced that representatives of sugar and eaten: Three doses
sembly.
from civic clubs, schools. PTA of the vaccine must be taken for
Mr. Barnett, a former Hickman
groups, local pharmacists and effective immunization, Dr. Peternurses' associations have pledged son said. The second dose will be groceryrnan, 'was elected to his
their support of the project.
administered on November fourth first term last year, defeating
Robert Lee Bolin of Clinton by
The Sabin vaccine is adminis(Continued on page ten)
more than 1800 votes, An executive order from the.Governor's office was filed with the Secretary
of State's ()Mee last Friday, declaring the position as representative from the two counties vacant.
Governor Combs has stated .that
if a special session of the GenBremen, Ga. — Workers in the membership in the clothing
work- eral Assembly is called to reapSewell Manufacturing Co., manu- ers union. In the first
election last portion the State's legislative disfacturer of men's and boys' cloth- year the Sewell clothing
workers tricts a special .election will be
ing, in a National Labor Relations defeated the proposal
by the same called to name Mr. Barnett's sucBoard election again have reject- three to one margin.
cessor.
ed the Amalgamated Clothing
Mr. Barnett could not be reachThe union had charged that unWorkers Union. The vote in the
fair tactics were used by the ed for comment on Wednesday,
three plants at Bremen and 'remcompany in influencing votes but he is expected te join the
ote was 921 to 345 against union
against the union. The NLRB had State Department of Commerce
membership.
then ordered a second election as a bison officer for 22 Wt.stern
Kentucky counties. Mr. Barnett
It was the second ballotirg on which was held Friday.
will probably be stationed at Bowling Green or Madisonville, Jim
Nutter, Commissioner of ('I 11w
informed the News.

Sewell Factory Workers Vote Again
To Reject Clothing Workers Union
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SOUTH FULTON—Coach Roland Bell at South
Jimmy Daugherty, Jerry Mac Weeks, Marty Warren
Fulton will pin his hopes this season on a group of
and Charles Colley, and (back row) David Powell,
I went down to the News office players that sparked in the team's first game last Steve Schwerdt, Clayburn
Peeples and Gene Hardy.
last Friday afternoon to catch up week. Among them are, left to
right (front roe)
—Photo Courtesy of Paducah Sun.
on some correspondence. An old
friend of mine came in and visited for awhile. After he left I. sat
Labor Day and Flag Day welt sign a flag- to it)tyl: the spot wtiere
down at the typewriter and startobserved simultaneously at the all their gocaUntentions failed.
ed writing Paul's obituary. I also
Fulton Country Club on Monday. The fairways. and greens of the
made brief notes about my life
The Flag Day observance was a eighth and ninth holes looked _
for My historian to write. Accordlittle out of season, but some- something like Flanders Field,
ing to my friend our children can
1.-11
times handicaps delay even the without the poppies. Such tanners
wait a little longer to live, so
best intentions. It
as such as "H re's Wher I Busted '' "Call
I left their obituary notices as the
Carole Schrader. daughter of
"handicaps" that
provided a the Red Cross," and callers dotted
chore for some future editor of
The largest herd of elephants among themselves
.
•
great deal of fun for 30 lady golf- the placid, grassy stretches of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schrader,
the News.
with a traveling show will be
was
On tour the big beasts travel in
chosen by th• South Fulton
ers who participated in the Barka- earth where fell the mighty golfseen in Fulton when the Al G. specially built
Red Devils to reLtri over all tha
stock cars, where
cap Flag Tourqament sponsored ers.
Vernon Owen was my visitor. Kelly and Miller
Bros. Circus they are kept comfortable with
Homecomi
ng activities at South
by the club for the holiday.
Long ago I learned that Vernon is erects its
Only Martha Mahan and Marmammoth tented city in bales of hay and grain.
A golf handicap is some kind garet Hall approached the pin- Fulton this year.
the world's greatest authority on the Fulton
Ballpark.
Marching
Miss
is a matter of training
Schrader, who was picked
of mathematical hocus-pocus that nacle of Mount NinthiGreimi.
two subjects, fishing and nutrition.
There is almost 100 tons of pon- to the big beasts. At winter
gives the "dubbing" golfers the Martha. like the stalwart Marines by the iootkill team in a meeting
quarVernon got right enthusiastic derous
pachyderms with the cir- ters, they take a daily
Tuesday
afternoon, is a senior at
constitusame advantage for winning as it of Iwo Jima, placed her banner
about the necessity for a fish cus this
season ranging from 950 tional to keep them in
does the "long-knocking experts." in the cup of number nine green South Fulton High Schwa and is
shape and
hatchery at Kentucky Lake, but to 6,000
pounds and spanning in to accustom them to crowds,
active
4in
many school affairs.
The golfers were required to de(Continued on pane ten)
all the while he was talking I age
The Sophomore Class at Fulton
from 6 to 92 years.
. Her 'attendants are Miss Le,
automobiles and traffic noises.
could see that he was giving a
High
is pulling steadily ahead in
In addition to being the world's
Cantrell,
They're
:'-enior
also
the hardest workmaid: Miss Anna
good hard look to the circles un- largest
their drive to have their Hometerrestial mammal, ele- ers on the circus lot, being
Hardy. junior maid; Miss Mary
called coming
der my eyes. At first casually, phants
Queen candidate. Miss
are curious beasts. Intelli- upon to push trucks and
Elizabeth
Fields,
sophomore maid;
wagons Sandra
then with gusto. He then got on gent
Cash, elected to that posiand usually docile, they are into place and to haul
and Miss Linda Nanney, freshvehicles tion.
the nutrition bit. If possible, he
quick to learn. Like humans, they mired in Mud.
man
maid.
is more informed on nutrition
have their likes and dislikes.
Second in the magazine sales
They will be presented at the
than on fishing. When he got
An elephant eats approximatedrive, which has been going on
In procession and in the circus ly 100 pounds
Homecoming game with Gleason.
through telling me how short my
of hay per day, for
It was the Obion County Fair, but Fulton County
about a week, are the Freshlife was I almost decided to call production, they must be carefully from 18 to 20 pounds of grain and
up and apologize to everybody grouped, for some of the adults all the peanuts he can beg from man and their candidate, Miss pretty well swept the honors in the Dairy and Beef
who reads the News for my er- dislike some of the children and the kiddies. He'll drink up to 25 Carole Pigue. The Juniors are Shows and in many of the other exhibitions on the Fairthird with Miss Cathy Campbell
ronous appraisal of the best sell- there are also certain cl ques gallons of water per day. _
and the Seniors are in fourth grounds last week.
ing book "Calories Don't Count."
Elephants in parade are always place with Miss
Darlene Roberts
And not only did Fulton County dominate the
made to "tail-up" — curl their as their candidate.
Since the review of the book aptrunk tips around the tail of the
Dairy
Show picture, but also the name on most of the "It's the best that money can
All the classes are planning car
peared in the Dairy column Verelephant immediately ahead. The washes and
champio
nship lists was Burnette! Ruth Ann, Bill, Don, buy," is the way Steve Lindsey,
candy
and
bake
sales
non thought Mary Nelle Wright
(Continued on page eight)
•
manager of Piggly-Wiggly Super
for their candidates.
wrote it. When I told him that I
Ward, and Jean all had a heyday at the Fair with their Market
describes the choice beef
The magazine sales drive will
was the culprit Vernon said I had
for sale in his store. Piggly-Wigend Tuesday, September 11, at prize Jerseys,
blood on my hands. For Dr. TallEXECUTIVE MEETING
gly
bought
five head of cattle, of
home room period.
er's book, says Vernon, is going
Ruth Ann Burnette showed the Collier (second and third), Ruth champiriug
hip grade, at the recent
The South Fulton PTA will
The popular "Two Aches and a
to be the salvation of the world if
Senior Champion and the Grand Ann Burnette.
Obion
County
Fair.
more people could read it. He says Pain" keep right on winning have a special called executive
Champion Jerseys and Billy BurnHELRIFUL HINT!
Also:'Two Year Old Cows!Tom"It is being processed now,"
this polyunsaturated oil can make audiences and prizes in their quest committee meeting today (Thursette'showed the Junior Champion my Powell: Cows Four-Year
Lindsey.
ssaid,
"and we arc proud
people live to 140 if they adherred for fame. The South Fulton trio day) at 3 p. m. at the high school
Things can happen fast in an and Reserve Champion Jerseys.
Old and Older:, Don Burnette, to have paid the, premium price
to its use long enough. I was all won the Obion County Fair Tal- library. All members are urged to automobile. That means that
Linda
Collier,
Other
local
for
results
Billy
Barnette.
the
were:
Junchoice
cattle because.we
for Vernon until he said that. ent Show last week to add an- be present.
whenever you are driving you
ior Heifer Calves: Linda collier, Ward Burnette, Don Burnette: feel our customers deserve the
Imagine having to peck a type- other victory to their already
must keep your mind on your
Products
Dam:
of
best
Don
Burnette,
Ruth
Ann
Billy
Burnette.
Burnette;
that
money
can buy."
long and impressive list.
writer for 91 more years. Ugh.
work. You must be alert to notice
LIFE SAVERS!
Senior Heifer 'Calves: Billy Bur- Linda Collier; Products of Sit;‘:
Judy Adams, Teresa Penningdanger. Never take your eyes off
nette, Tommy Powell. Don Bur- Billy Burnette (first and second).'
POSTPONED!
Those who earned Junior and the road for long and then only to
But Vernon isn't half as hepped ton and Jean Neeley are now
nette. Linda Collier; Junior Year- 'Linda Collier.
The Stock Car Races and Motoron that hard to spell oil as he is planning their next appearance— Senior Red Cross Life Saving observe things necessary for safe- ling Heifers: Billy Burnette
(first
John
Burrow of South Fulton , cycle Races. scheduloil • for last
on yogurt and the absence of salt at the Mid-South Fair Talent badges this summer may pick ty.
and second), Linda Collier (third showed the Grand Champion of' weekend in Mayfield.
Were potfrom the diet. I have always Show. They also will appear on them up at the office of the
and
fourth):
Senior
Yearling
the
junior
Guernsey show and paned because of rain and will
Chamber of Commerce.
thought that yogurt sounded like WREC-TV in Memphis.
Attend the Cinema Sept. 13!
Heifers: Billy Burnette, Linda
(Continued on page eight)
I now be held Saturday evening at
the name of a Russian dancer. As
8 o'clock. The Fulton Motorcycle
a food it sounds just about as
Club will participate in the event._
palatable. But according to my
good old friend Vernon, the medical profession would go out with
the blacksmith if only President
By KAREN DUBLIN
to return to school. There was an Tommy Joe Reed. Jimmy Wright
Kennedy had ordered people to
nette, Carl Hurst, and Ophelia Jimmy Williams, Wayne Anderold joke traveling around at Mur- and Danny Carver.
eat (or drink) yogurt instead of
Speight.
A story elsewhere in this issue
son, Bill Wade, Larry Sullivan.
The other '62 graduates and
milk. Ever since I was a little girl states that Fulton City High ranks ray State last year that went:
Others who will be upper class- Charles Rice, Johnney and Juct
a bottle of milk and good health No. 6 in the state as to percentage 'College is a great institution—if their prospective schools are: Linda men at UK are Susan Bushart,
(Moore) Jones, Lynn Newton.
were synonymous in my thinking. of graduates attending college. you like being in an institution!" Whitnel, Lindenwood College; Bill Nancy Bushart, Gary Williamson
, Chan (Covington) Lannom, Jimmy
Fresh air, fresh fruit, plenty of The class of 1962 is no exception. People joke about their dislike of Leneave, University of Cincinnati; Mary Ann Bennett and George
Green. Tena Bone, Jim Bushart,
Three new members were acmilk were advocated for the pink Of the 24 students who received college but if they get really ser- Joyce Owens, Memphis State Uni- Ray Gunter.
Bobby Powell, Martha Herring,
cheek look. But at this late age their diplomas last May, 17 have ious about it, they will usually versity; Clete Beggs, UTMB; Alice
The University of Tennessee at Joan Carter. and possibly others cepted into the Fulton Rotary
admit
that
they
Club
wouldn't take a Jo Leggett, Lambuth College.
at their meeting Tuesday
I've got to revise my thinking.
Knoxville is getting four of the whom we were unable to
made their plans to continue their
contact. of this week. They were George
million dollars for their college
Of the 1961 graduating class 'city's top students who
education at-some college or uniare in
Susan Stokes and James Reed Brock, Rodney
years.
Miller and Paul
over 30 students went on to col- their final year of college.
Vernon Owen, of course, is not versity.
Joe will be traveling back to sunny West pheling.
As is usually the case, Murray lege. Some dropped out after the
John_son, Ruth Louise Butts and Florida this fall. Susan will
Besides these "green freshmen",
the only outspoken advocate of
be a
State College is getting a regular first semester and a few more
Riley
Allen
had charge of the
proper nutrition for health. I've there are many others in the FulCharles Huddleston are seniors sophomore and James will
be a program and he presented Rev.
flood of Fulton students. Of the have decided not to return
after this fall and Billy Mac Morris is junior at Florida Southern.
seen vitamin salespeople get just ton area who have managed to
17 graduates in last year's class, completion of their first
W.
T.
Barnes
of the First Methoyear. but working on his doctorate degree
as enthusiastic. But Vernon is get through their first year or two
Hal Warren and Mike Calliham dist Church
12 are entering Murray on Sep- still, a healthy proportion
who gave a talk on
of those there.
different. He can quote more facts of higher education and are rewill return to their studies at "What Makes
tember 16 to begin their freshman who started are planning
America Great."
to conand figures and actual incidents turning to try for another year
Returning to Murray this fall Memphis State and Mike
year. They are: Kay Morris, Wanda tinue for at least one more
Walker
Visitors at the meeting were
year. are Philip
about the great benefits of yogurt and 16 more precious hours of
Andrews,
Wallace Will continue work at the Univer- Bob Glisson
Cash. Judy Copeland, Warren • Reurning to the University
of Martin. Warren
and wheat germ consumption than credit.
of Shankle, Judy Burton, Roland sity of Tennessee,
Martin Br1nch. Anderson of Clinton and Russ DeKenney, Danny Joe Robbins, Jim Kentucky for their second
year Carter, Bobby Hyland, Donnie
you can digest with wheat on rye.
From the talk about town, Burton, Gray (Butch)
Philip Jeffress will enter for vord of Ripley.
Sandling are Lynn Bushart, Tommy Car- Bennett, Jean
Fred Hcrmra had
(Continued on page eight)
Burrietle, Merrel his final year at Union University as
everybody is very definitely ready Ladd Stokes, Kenneth
his guest Harold Henderson of
Bradley, ney, Jimmy Cheatham, Bill Bur- Davis, Judy
(Wolberton) Gooch,
(Continued on page eight)
Fulton.

With Courage, With Strategy Mahan
Plants Flag On Mount NinthiGreem

Elephants and Wild Animals Highlight
Shrine Sponsored CircusHere Next Week

Carole Schrader
Heads South
1ton Royalty

Sophomores Lead
In Fulton High
Queen Contest

Local Residents And Burnettes Have
Heyday At Recent Obion County Fair

Popular Trio
Wins Again
Memphis Next

Fulton Students Prepare To Return To The Hall Of Ivy

Only The Best For
Piggly-Wiggly Trade

Rotary Club Gets
Three New Members
At Weekly Meeting

minated in a supposed general ley, the airman is a graduate of
Cuba (Ky.) High SchooL
war.,
He entered the service in FebThe special exercise was commanded by Vice Admiral R. T. S. ruary 1962.
Keith, commander of the First
Fleet.
SHEPPARD AFB, Tex.—Airman Third Class Charles D. Burnham of Water Valley, Ky., is be- 207 Commercial
Phone 58
ing reassigned to McCoy AFB,
—Slip Covers; seat covers
Fla. following his graduation from
the United States Air Force tech- —Upholstering (all kinds:
nical training course for aircraft
modern and antique
mechanics here.
—Draperies
—Awnings, tarpaulins
Airman Burnham was trained
to maintain and service reciprocating engine aircraft and air- JAMES HAZELWOOD
craft systems.
UAL KILLEBREW
The son of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Burnham of Route 2, Water Val-

Planning Commission Projects Development And
Progress of City Of Fulton on 20-Year Basis
This week, a neatly prepared
')ooklet, entitled the "Land Use Plan
)f the City of Fulton, Kentucky" was
distributed to interested citizens. The
comprehensive booklet was prepared
by the Fulton Planning Commission
and is the tenth planning study completed to date. In the weeks, months
and years to come many of you will
be reading more and more about the
teneral plan for the expansion and
development of out city and we
thought it would be of value'o you to
reprint the basic concepts of the land
use plan for the City of Fulton
Here it is:
"The City of Fulton has now
reached a stage in its overall physical
development where it is now necessary to determine the future land use
Pattern for .the urban area. In order to
understand exactly what the future
land use plan is and where it fits into
the overall physical planning. program, a definition of the General
Plan should'be made. In the complete
City planning program the ultimate
goal is the -formulation of a General
Plan for the Fulton urban area.
"The General Plan may be defined as a long range, comprehensive
and general physical design of a community. For the most part, the Plan
is developed for a period of twenty
years 11960-80). During this period,
the Plan should - be reviewed and amended as the changing needs of the
City require. The General Plan con:•ists basically of three elements: A
Major Street Plan, a Community Facil:ties Plan and a Land Use Plan.
Since the Planning Commission adopts the General Plan, the Plan is
considered a policy statement of the
City concerning the future long range
physical development of the community.
"In the proeess of formulating
the General.Plan, we must divide the
over-all Plan into sections so that all
the elements of the Plan may be studied more thoroughly.
"The Land Use Plan, then, is
simply a- specialized study of one of
the- elements of the General Plan. It
is a proposed long range plan for the
living and working areas of the City.
By living and working areas are
meant residential, commercial and industrial land use. Not only are living
and working areas termed as land
use but so are streets and community
facilities. Since the major streets and
community facilities are studied in
separate General Plan. reports they
have not been included in the Land
Use Plan.
"The Land Use Plan is a very
important section of the General Plan
as it deals with a major part of urban

activity. However, the Land Use Plan
is important for other reasons. The
plan expresses community goals
which are held by the residents of the
community in terms of physical design. The Land Use Plan will determine what land should be used for
residential, commercial, and industrial use in the future. The Plan will
determine in what direction the Zoning Ordinance should be pointed as a
means of carrying out the General
Plan. Also the Land Use Plan will be
the basis for determining future community facilities and a major circulation system.
'It should be pointed out that one
of the most difficult tasks in city planning is that of predicting future physical development twenty (20) years
from the present. It is not always possible to predict accurately as to what
the dity will be like, but it is possible
to make an educated prediction - one
based on facts and trends. But, even
this prediction is not always completely accurate. For this reason, it is
necessary for the people of Fulton to
take an active interest in their city so
that changes in existing conditions or
values of the people may be re-expressed in the Land Use Plan etnd in the
final overall document - the General
Plan. Therefore, based on past experience, cities have found that even
if physical planning predictions are
not completely accurate, the fact that
the city has a statement on physical
development policy is far better than
having no policy.
STATEMENT OF GOALS
The Land Use Plan is to be based
on a set of community objectives or
goals which are considered to be desirable for future physical growth.
These goals are as follows:
1. Provide the City of Fulton
with living and working
areas which are aesthetically
and functionally desirable
places in which to live.and
work.
Provide the City of Fulton
with -a land use pattern
which will allow for adequate industrial and commercial activity to serve the
needs of its citizens.
3. Create a single major commerce center which will be a
desirable place in which to
shop and where congestion
will be minimized.
4. Encourage future industrial
development in order to stimulate the economic base of
the City.
5. Develop the Fulton urban
area in terms of a self-contained community.

An Open Letter To A Teenager ....!
The next FIFTY YEARS of your
lite greatly depends upon a decision
you will make this month—whether
or not to return to school!!
You may have obtained a job for
the Summer. Maybe you found one
‘vith a rather attractive income. With
more dollars than .you have had be,
fore—and all yours—it is only natural' that you may have some temptat'on to buy a car, keep the job, and
let your education go ...
Parents, realtives ,and friends
may influence you . . :but, the decision on your education is yours, and
you will live with it for many, many
years
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
l• PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
FAitors and Publishers
‘'n.rti "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
4t, 1(154 Kentucky Press Association Judging
In Second place In 1959 and Honorable Mention ba
l9n9
,,ore-sor of various weekly papers in Fulton. the first of which was founded in Mtg.
Vtless all mall ttothnertntlona. chance of address.
F,tmn 1‘79 In Pont (Mfr., Pox 495 Talton. Rentnekr
Published Every Thursday of The Year
A member of the Kentorlig Press Association
.

Second - ,ciam postace paid at Fultnn. Ken
eurkv and at additional mailing office's
Solbscrintion Rates: $3.00 p.v year ln Fulton
rfickmon, Graves Counties. Ky., and (Mon and
,Veakley Counties Tenn. Elsewhere through. ut the United States 4.00 ner vest

Thursday, September 6, 1962

I wish that we could describe to
you the sadness in the eyes of hundreds of people we meet as they speak
of the coveted high school diplomas
they did not receive .
Good job opportunities will go
first to those of you who finish school.
You will be given applications to fill
out. You wilf be instructed to draw a
ring around the number of the last
grade you completed. See that the
number is at least "12". College training is, of course, better yet!!! New machinery and automation
processes are completely changing the
industrial world as we now know it.
Competition for jobs will quickly
weed away bright, capable young
men and women who have everything—but education!!! Apprenticeship training even now is often reserved for those with high school
educations or more.
That high school diploma is not
important to you just because of the
history, the alrfebra, the geography
you study ... Just as participation in
sports trains Your body, GOING TO
SCHOOL TRAINS YOU TO USE
YOUR MIND-TEACHES YOU HOW
TO THINK-!!! This is mighty good exercise. It hat never hurt anyone. Most
adults could stand more of this training!!!
GO BACK TO SCHOOL"

S. P. MOORE & CO.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

"It's a new solid fuel — called coal"
1!11111111111.1101M19111111ffilliallalliallaallialialfalailillatillIllialllialilial:11:i1,:!!'' :IiiallalarrlittIllailr1

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock-September 4, 1942
class Harold
Seaman firm
Thomas Norman, son of Mrs. Mary
Etta Norman of Fulton will appear weekly on radio with the
tamuos Great Lakes Choir. They
will sing on the "Meet Your
Navy" program.
Guy Haney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Haney, has been made a
paratrooper in the Army Rangers. He will have thirteen week's
training before he receives his
silver wings.
H. L. (Buck) Bushart hag,become proprietor and owner of the
Owl Drug Store on Main Street.
This store was sold to Smith Atkins by J. W. Gordon, then resold
to Mr. Bushart.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Holliday
have received word that their son,
Pvt. Harold Holliday of the U. S.
Army has landed safely overseas.
He has been in the service since
January and was located in Cali_
"11111:11111001111W1VIVIMMIAMINCIMMI"

1

I

fornia.
Julian Geens of Cayce, who entered the service August 10, is
located at Fort Riley, Kansas and
has beta made Military Police.
Mrs. Leland Jewell was hostess
to a party Friday night of last
week at her home on Park Avenue complimenting her daughter
Sue Jewell on her twelth birthday.
Miss LeNelle Bugg celebrated
her birthday Friday evening of
last week with a party at her
hntne on Jackson Street.
The magistrates of the City of
South Fulton, D. A. Rogers and
McKinney. were sworn in Tuesday at the court house in Union
City. They were elected in the
August election.
Mrs. W. M. Blackstone and children, Mary Eleanor and Marion,
are visiting Mrs. Blacicstone's
mother, Mrs. R. S. Mauldin, in
Vicksburg,' Mississippi.

100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kenlucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission.
By JOE JORDAN

(Kentucky Civil War Commission)
One hundred years ago this
week a Confederate force under
Major Gen. E. Kirby Smith, having came up out of Tennessee and
marched swiftly through mountainous Southeastern Kentucky,
suddenly broke into theBluegrass
Region and at the Battle of Richmond virtually destroyed Union
Major Gen. William Nelson's Army
of Kentucky, the only sizeable
Federal body of troops that had
been in a position to defend Lexington, Louisville and Cincinnati.
Nelson was not at his Richmond
headquarters when the approach
of the Confederate troops was heralded -on August 29 by skirmishingjaetween Union outposts and
the advarfEe guard of Kirby
Smith's army, which occurred
;'out halfilay between Richmond
the village of Kingston, a few
miles south of the county seat.
In Nelson's absence the senior
Federal officer was Brig. Gen.
Mahlon D. Manson, who only sixteen months before had been a
captain in the Tenth Indiana. After eight days as a captain, he had
been promoted major; fifteen days
after that he was a full colonel.
having skipped over the grade of
lieutenant colonel. He had been a
general officer since the previous
March.

ad

Nelson said he had ordered
Manson to avoid a fight and fall
back. Instead,the Indianan marched out from Richmond to attack
the invading Confederates and by
6 a. m. on August 30 had brought
on a fight which proved disastrous
to his mostly green and untried
soldiers.
By the time Gen. Nelson reached the battlefield, the situation

was past retrieving. He had come
52 miles on horseback. In view of
the fact that the 6-foot, 4-inch
Mason County native weighed 300
pounds, it is scarcely surprising
to read in contemporary accounts
of his desperate ride that he had
to change horses frequently.
Just south of Richmond, and
within sight of the town, Nelson
met his retreating troops and managed to rally some of them by extreme measures, "even cutting

down with his sword an officer
who called to his men to scatter
and run." He got them to make a
brief stand, but the Confederate
cavalry had already gained their
rear, and they soon broke and
ran. Nelson was fighting on, twice
wounded and almost surrounded
by the enemy, when one of his officers, Major Green Clay, rode
alongside, siezed his horse's bridle
and saved Nelson's life by leading
him away.
Of the Union troops, 206 had
been killed, 844 wounded and 4,303 taken prisoner. Gen. Horatio
Wright, Union department commander, said in his official report
that the Federal force "was utterly broken up, and after all the
exertions that could be made to
collect the stragglers, only some
800 or 900 could be found. The remainder . . . were killed, captured, or scattered over the country."
The victorious Kirby Smith had
lost only 78 killed, 372 wounded,
and one missing.

FAIR ATOP PILES
Portland. Ore, — The New
York World's Fair ,opening in
1966, will rest on 1,500 carloads
of Oregon timber sunk as piling
In Long Island marshes.

SERVICE NOTES
COAST OF CALIFORNIA —
Larry R. Gurley, machinist's mate
fireman apprentice, USN, son of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. K. Gurley of 705
East State Line, Fulton, Ky., is
serving aboard the ammunition
ship USS Pyro, a unit which participated in "Exercise War Dance,"
a training exercise off the Coast of
California, Aug. 27-31.
The exercise, which involved 11
ships and 10,000 men of the First
Fleet, centered around a fast carrier striking force which was opposed by submarines and aircraft.
Air opposition was provided by
jet and propeller-driven aircraft
including medium bombers, using
all types of weapons.
The exercise began with a hypothetical limited war situation
which escalated rapidly and cul-
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EDUCATIONAL LOANS Can now be made to
help a Boy or Girl get a College Education and the
student will have ample time to repay the loan after Graduation.
Any Farmer who is eligible for PCA Credit may
sponsor any boy or girl interested in getting a College Education.
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Telephone
Talk
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by
H. D. HATES
Your Telephone Manager

WHEN IN ROME ... say "Pi-onto." That's how Italians
answer their phone calls. The French say "Allo" ... Formosans, "Hwai." The Japanese say "Moshi, Moshi," the
Spanish, "Digame."
• • •
AN UNUSUAL TALE concerns
Clem,the Hysterical Hamster of Barberton, Ohio. Seems Clem was deposited in a phone booth for safekeeping while his young owner went
shopping. Clem got bored and started
exploring. Eventually, the only sign
of Clem was a wildly wagging tail
sticking out of the phone's coin slot.
A telephone repairman released a visibly shaken Clem who
was presumably only trying to go visiting by telephone.
•

•

•

DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS AND YOUR TELEPHONE COMPANY. If this country is ever attacked by
enemy planes or missiles, a few minutes' warning could
mean the difference between national disaster and survival.
Fortunately, we have a warning system, which, in case of
attack, sends out an alert over nationwide telephone and
teletypewriter networks ... which the Bell System helped
build, equip or connect. In the crucial hours following an
attack, Bell System circuits would carry defense communications by special routing to prevent service interruptions.
This communications system is unmatched anywhere in the
world and is one of America's great strengths.
* * *

NOW! TWX IS DIAL—the latest Bell System
development which brings new speed and flexibility to business and industrial communications. Dial TWX makes possible direct connection between 60,000 machines in the nationwide teletypewriter exchange service at the
turns of a dial. Users can type back and forth on
the same connection for immediate replies to
inquiries. Line between sender and receiver is
direct and completely private. Operators will be
available to handle collect and conference calls
and requests for assistance. Dial TWX is another way your telephone company works to bring
you the best communications facilities available
anywhere in the world.
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Miss Judy Browning, Allen Singleton
Wed In Quiet Ceremony Here Monday

(grandparents,
children
and Page 3
The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 6, 1962
grandchildren) enjoyed the gathering with one absence to mar the
event. Cissy's husband, Gene, Is new lodge at Pennyrile State Cedar Rapids were week-end visiin far off Japan serving with the Park at Dawson Springs. The fam- tors of the J. C. Olives and tht
Army, but surely he was there in ily drove to Kentucky Dam and Lester Browns.
In a ceremony marked by beauty and simplicity,
was planning a visit in Fulton,
but the bad weather Monday and
Miss Judy Browning and Julius Allen Singleton were
a previous commitment in Dawson
BIG PJLANT!
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
wed Monday, September 3, in the parlor of the First Fulton's huge, lady golfing con- Springs
Tuesday had the hostess
The
saucer
tingent
will be interested in issueing a "rain
-shaped leaves of
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Methodist Church. The bride is the daughter of Mr. and
check" for a later South
knowing that Mrs. Ed Fritts has date,
America's Royal Water Lily
Mrs.
William
Thomas
Browni
often
ng,
514
exceed
Third
been
named
20 feet in circumpresident of the
Street, and
Dear Diary:
ference. The white blossoms measUnion City Ladles Golf AssociaThis has been a week when many interesting little the groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Sing- tion.
ure up to 15 inches.
Others elected are: 1st vice
Mrs. Hester Peeples, Mr. and
stories have occupied our interest. Seems as though if leton, Idalou, Texas.
president, Mrs. Bob Williams; 2nd
Mrs. Donald Dttrr and Stephen of
vice president, Mrs. A. J. Luther;
you engage in a conversation with anybody for very long The 1:30 P. M. ceremony was
Ateend the Ciretr, .4ept. 12!
For traveling, Mrs. Singleton secretary, Mrs. Bedford Dunavant;
performed before the immediate
you'll hear some kind of news that's printable and en- families
by the Rev. William T. wore a green dress of light-weight treasurer, Mrs. James Rippy Sr.;
joyable.
and reporter, Mrs. Tom Cowden.
Barnes, pastor of the Church.
wool with black accessories.
Mrs. Leonora Bushart, pianist,
Call Us To Save
Take for instance the story that with a stopover along the way,
The bride was graduated from
Millions of Americans eat marplayed "Traurnerei" and "Ro- Fulton
High School and received
Mary Arrington and her daughter with many wondernid memories
manze" preceding the ceremony, her
garine to save money. They preMoney On Repairs
Bachelor of Arts degree from
Linda drove to Savannah, Georgia of their last visit with Carl until and during the exchange
of vows Lambuth College, Jackson, Ten- fer butter, but it's "the higherrecently to bid farewell to Navy- next Spring.
priced spread." Not, however, beshe played Meditation (Bach- nessee.
A satisfied customer is our beat
At Lambuth she was class
man Carl, who is probably on the
cause butter's scarce. U. S. DeGounod). The traditional Bridal officer,
a class favorite and a
testimonial. That is why ue rive
high seas this very minute en
partment of Agriculture has 280
Chorus from Lohengrin (Wagner) member
of Who's Who Among
It was nice tp have a short, and
route to Scotland. Mary and Linda
million pounds of surplus butter
you fast, efficient, technical serMendelssohn's
Wedding
Students
in
American
Colleges
started out at two a. m. on the day grocery-store visit with former March were used for the procesin storage—enough to give a
vice
and
and low rates on TV repairs.%
Universit
ies.
Fultonian
Jennings Kearby who, sional and recessiona
of. their departure and drove for
pound and half to every Ameril.
It all adds-up to %aving you
17 hours until they got to their with his family, was home to visit
Mr. Singleton was graduated can.
Given in marriage by her fathdestination. The family had a with friends and relatives over er, the bride wore a street-length from Idalou High School. He remoney!
Instead of giving it to Ameriwonderful week-end together and the Labor Day week-end. Jen- dress of white peau de soir, which ceived his Bachelor's degree from cans, the governme
nt
donating
is
nings
reports
that
he is now con- featured a square
visited many of the huge ships in
neckline and Texas Technological College at 200 million pounds at) other counANTENNAS INSTALLED
port with the now experienced nected with the legal department brief sleeves. lier bell shaped Lubbock, Texas, and his Master's tries. To
keep it from spoiling,
of
the
Army
Engineers
with head- skirt was accented at
Carl as their guide. Coming home
degree
from
Sul
Ross
State
Colmoney
the
will be spent to process it
waist
Linda and Mary broke the trip quarters in Louisville and keeps a by a single duchess rose. A match- lege, Alpine, Texas. He is an into butter oil.
So consider this:
close contact with everything in ing duchess
silk rose with a cir- alumni of Delta Sigma Phi frater- You ppy for the price-support
Fulton and the surrounding area. cular
veil served as her head- nity, and a member of the South- program. You pay for storage. You
Jennings formerly practiced law piece.
ern Political Science Association. pay for storage. You
306 Main Street
Phone 307
pay for proin Fulton and was at one time repMiss Mary Ann Bennett was the
Upon returning from their wed- cessing, shipping and giving it
resentative from Fulton and Hick- bride's only
attendant. She wore ding trip, the couple will establish away to consumers of another
man counties.
a beige silk brocade dress with their home at Natchitoc
hes, Loui- country. And, here at home, you
cap sleeves and sheath skirt.
siana, where Mr. Singleton will pay more for butter at the store,
Attorney Charlie Fields is one
Mr. Robert McCoy, Jackson, serve as an instructo
r in the So- or do without.
of those real "thoughty" guys. Tennessee, was the groom's
best cial Science Department at NorthLast week he visited his friend man.
Carlos and Kathryn Lannom
western State College.
Ed Neely, a patient in the Hilland the Kelly girls of Frankfort
view Hospital, and brought him vision
and Lexington were visitors in
show called "The Story of William Hill's granddau
ghter was Western Kentucky
a beautifully "decorated" bunch
this week-end
Annapolis" came on the screen. hit by an automobile
while the Carlos and
of flowers. It was not until Ed
Kathryn joined Elise
Since Don is a Naval Academy youngster was
riding on her bicyopened the bouquet that he found
and Julius Falkoff of Hickman on
graduate they stopped everything cle. Painfully, but
not seriously
they were of the wild growing and
TO HELP PROTECT
a house-boat visit on Kentucky
watched the show. Can't you hurt, the youngster had
mighty
a
variety.
The
incident
brought a imagine their surprise
THE "PRIME OF UFE"
Lake while Judy and Bobbye
(under- close call.
good laugh to Ed and all concern- statemen
c
Kelly visited with Mozelle Travis,
t) when the story unfoldYou've been hoping for • fored so the little prank was thera- ed
Mildred Whipple and her son Jim.41E4s •
about the various studies
mula like this — with extra popeutic, if not deliciously scented.
Good ole family reunions have my, Helen Stone and other Hicktency to support a positive sense
taught at Annapolis and one of
at well-being and mental alertthe cadets shown in the class was occurred in Fulton here of late. man folks who have those lovely
Ruth Caldwell Wright took off none
ness. It provides Important lipoVernon
and Norma Owen had homes on Kentucky Lake. Joy and
other than Don. There was
for Norfolk, Va. Tuesday morning no
tropes, as well as the more commistaking his identity for he their two children. little Norma Fred Stokes, Jr. and their children
plete vitamin-mineral protectioa
to join Navy Officer husband Don was
and
Rice
and their spouses home Sandra and Cubb were also guests
shown not once, but twice in
desirable for the menus adult.
Wright who will be arriving in full
view. The Wrights said that for the holidays. Norma, as you at the Whipple cottage for the
these United States sometimes Don
know
is
now
Mrs. Carlisle Davis holiday week-end, so it seems that
had told them about the show
this week-end. Don has been sta- being
filmed about four years ago, and lives in Oak Ridge, Tenn. everybody had a visiting good
tioned in Iceland for the past four but
Rice
and
his
lovely
wife Barbara time.
the family had never seen it.
months and his next tour will be Late
is better than never, and lot's are living in Biloxi. Mississippi
on the mainland for a nice long more
where
Rice
is
Governor and Mrs. Bert Combs
officer
an
at Keesler
fun.
spell. Ruth had an amazing exField.
and their daughter Lois also enperience last Saturday while
joyed the Kentucky Lake area for
We hope that by the time this
visiting with her in-laws Mary
And Harry and Marian Murphy the holiday week-end. The GovNelle and Doc Wright. The three column reaches you that little had their two children
Cissy ernor was bitten by a 'virus bug"
of them were sitting in the den Renee Hill will be well on her (Hatfield) and
Billy home recent- recently that prevented his par408 Lake Phones 70-428 of the Wright home
way
to
recovery.
Renee, Exie and ly. Three generations of kinfolks ticipating in the dedication pf
when a tele-
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GERIATRIC
capsules

VINEGAtiS

CITY DRUG CO.

Be SPEASifIc.,,.A64ys Ask for SPEAS!

- ONE DAY ONLY —
AFTERNOON and NIGHT
BASE BALL PARK
Sponsored By
S. W. KENTUCKY
SHRINE CLUB

WED.
SEPT. 12
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DIETETIC
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4
5-TON TRAINED HIPPOPOLIMEITI!
REAL LIVE GIRAFFES!
JUNGLE-BRED Peki.IliOCLRS3!

4e.
CAM1
1111"'

.

65 ALL STEEL CARS
4 5 0.PEOPLE ,
,k, ACRES OF TENTS

218 ANIMALS * $3,000.00

5Lb.Bac! 29c
49c
39c
2 8 oz.cans 29c
CHOCOLATE
and
LEMON CREAM

POTATOES
MAYONNAISE
Chuck Roast

vho
ine.

t.

P. L.
S. R.

PARK LANE
1-2 GAL.

Apple Sauce

Ins
Orthe

K1-

MEAL
ICE CREAM
PIES Mortons 14 oz.
DIXIE
TREAT

FULTON

MEM

by
tad
val.
of
and
pcd
, an
in'ms.
the

Full-Bodied
Tangy

DAILY
EXPENSE

2 COMPLETE PER"'ORMANCESI
AFTERNOON 3:30 NIGHT 8:00 P. M.
LARGEST WILD ANIMAL SHOW AND
COMBINED CIRCUS ON EARTH

Chuck Roast Made(

FORMERLY U TOTE EM WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

RED
10 LBS.
BLUE
PLATE
QUART
With Coupon
SWIFT
PROTEN
BLADE CUT LB.

39c

39c
49

LEMON Doz.
29c
(T.1.1.0 pm.
I It.
CARROTS
_ 10c
11 I 1 Olt
ONIONS 3 Lbs. 19c
BOOTH'S
I V,
CAT FISH FILLETS 59c
1 1;

PERCH FILLETS 49c
Room
2 8 07. Pkg
FISH STICKS
_ _ 69c
I MAYONNAISE lit. 39c I
With This Coupon and $5.00--AdditioiLd Punimse of Grocerivs.
Excluding Tobaccos. Coupon FA, pires — SAT. NITE SEPT. 8th. si

SWIFT ALL BY THE
BOLOGNA
PREM MEAT
Lb. 39c
PIECE
TOPPY
BACON
Sliced Lb. 49c
BRAND
SLICED
BEEF LIVER
Lb. 39c
RIB END
PORK CHOPS
Lb. 49c
CUT
SLICED
JOWL BACON
2 Lb. 69c
SUGAR CURED
PURE
HAMBURGER MEAT
3 Lb. 89c
BEEF
Big Valu
Blade
CHUCK ROAST
Lb. 39c
Ecomony Brand Cut

AsagmlorMr•

SI

aIinII lie%%

Nothing to buy! No strings attached!
All you have to do is register at

.•4to

G- Ary WIGGLY
///,..
0
1

\1 /
imaak

/

///
FOR RENT
OR MORTGAGE
PAYMENT
//
\ // //

R GAS ,-,
'AND OIL ..-

A

I

RC

FOR
TELEPHONE
/ I I \'1

---

r

fOR CAR
PAYMENT
/ I
\

FOR
BABY SITTERS
t

,

N
fOR GAS AND
ELECTRICITY

FOR
WATER
•

A MONTH'S FREI:
, LIVING ... and Piggly Wiggly picks up the tab! Nothing to buy,
no
"slogans" or limericks, no coupons or package tops — just visit PIGGLY WIGGLY, drop
your
name in the box and YOU may be the winner. Register as often as you like — every time
you
...visit Piggly Wiggly your chances increase.
If you win we will give you a check to cover monthly expenses as itemized
above. Nothing
to buy and you need not be present at the final drawing to win. Just drop in and see us
as often as
possible between now and the closing date below:
Acres of Free Parking

WHERE SHOPPING IS A PLEASURE

203 SOUTH BROADWAY IN

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

Prices Good Thrn Sat. 8th

5MC:)$<.•.D

• II

READY To EAT
SHANK PORTION
BUTT
PORT'GM...

RAMS'

CENTER St_tCES

•• • • • • • •

L.

89C.

OO

WHOLE

U. S. D. A. GOV. INSPECTED

Country

FRYERS lb. 27c

Cured

SLICED BACON

Lb. 49c

YELLOW
SOLID
COUNTRY
STYLE
L.

19
PIG FEET
PIG EARS LB 194
PIG SNOOTS LB 1(34
PIG TAILS LB' 19i
PIG MAWS L13.
tql_CK BONE Le.191

Swifts Proten

Old

BEANS

BY TUE PIECE!
BREArreLW 594

Lb. 29c

Sliced Smoked

LEGS

ROUND STEAKS _ _ _ Lb. 89c

JOWEL BACON 3 Lbs. S1.00

WhiGS

Swifts Proten

Pure Pork

BACekS

Lb. 79c

RIB STEAKS

LW"
LB
LB.
LIP.

99'
59'
39'
25'
-19'
•— 25'

P
TU
AC
RO
ES
E -k.:•-• . — I' .‘ , ' 25:
CHILI— . -- -,
25'
CHILES -,.'•.- , '",!,1" 5". 35'
ENCHILADAS'-- •,— 59'
ENCHILADAS 7..: • - .•• 59
COCKTAIL DIP "2;..- '• • 49'
BEAN DIP •• • • •
• , 25'
GARBANZOS " • - —• 25'
MENUDO —• "• -- 45'
RELISH
— '•
- 21'

•

Swifts Proten

Old Diz

494

49.
334

104
1944

SAUSAGE 3 Lbs. pkg S1.00

Pills Bury Cake

CHARCOAL 20 lb. bag 99c

MIX

Swifts Chop

Armours

4 Pkgs.

$1.00

HAM 2 12 oz. cans 89c

TREET 2 12 oz. cans 89c

Kon Kernel

Armours Vienna

PECANS 3 Cans
CRISCO 3 Lb. Can

$1.00

SAUSAGES 5 cans $1.00
STARKIST WHITE

SWIFT

CHILI 4 16 oz. Cans

ROLLS

Lb. 79c

Lb. 39c

i. e: . ,

TORTILLAS

Fashion

BOLOGNA

JOWEL

TORTILLAS

CAT FISH _____ _

STREAKETTES __ Lb. 79c
VEAL STEAKS _ ___ Lb. 79c

Country Cured

SAUCE.
TORT1Ii
BEANS
;1:7 <
'
'

Ken Lake Fresh

69c
$1.00

MISS LIBERTY BROWN AND SERVE

SOUTHERN

TUNA FISH 3 Cans _ _ _
SWIFT
TAMALES 4 16 oz. Can _

PK.

25c

$1.00

PEACHES
SUN MAID

$1.00

BASINS

Giant Pkg. .

.1100 I .1S.). I

5 2 1-2 Cans _ _ $1.00
2 Lb. Bag
44c
SPRY 3 Lb. Can
TIDE Reg. Size

. 69c

CATSUP

5 14 oz. Bo!.
$1.00
PRESERVES 18 oz. Jar
39c
FL 1K()
69c
SHORTENING 3 Lb. Can 49c
FOLGERS INST.
29c
MISSION
COFFEE Big 10 oz. Jar S1.39
PLIMOUTH
DRINKS 12 12 oz. cans $1.00
COFFEE 1 Lb. Bag
49c
LACE
PLYMOUTH
100 ('T.
TISSUE 16 Rolls _ _ $1.00
TEA BAGS
_ 89c
LIBBY PORK
KR %".
Mayonnaise di. Jar _ _ 59c
BEANS 6 No. 2 Cans _ $1.00
GRIFFION SIR '11% DE 1:1:11

CHEESE SPREAD Emge 2 Lb. 69c
PILLSBURY PLAIN OR SELF RISING

5 Lb Bag.49c

FLOUR

ANTLERS ALASKAN

COKE, PEPSI 7-UP DR.
PEPPER AND ALL
FLAVORS
With Purchase of $5.00 or
More Limit One Per Family

SEAL SWEET
FROZEN

BIRDS EYE
FROZEN

ORANGE JUICE

LEMONADE

6

6

oz. cans

79c 6 6

oz. Cans 59c

FROSTY ACRES
FROZEN
PEAS
10

oz. Pkg. 10c
TOKAY

CELLO

PARSNIPS Lb.Pkg

orothing

often as

at. 8th

LES.

POTATOES

79c

1.1)1 %TO

CHIPS Big 16 oz. Bag 59c

FR F',II

19c

Lb.

29c
ENDIVE Bu.
GREEN ONIONS 2 bunches ____ 29

25 Lb.Bag

BUTTER Big 3 Lb. Jar 89c

oz. Pkg. 10c

US NO. 1 SWEET

RED
POTATOES

0/ ILAN!'r

CORN
10

GRAPES

LEAF LETTUCE

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

Lb. 39c

Lb.

10c

NECTARINES

Lb. 29c

GOLDEN RIPE

Lb.

19c

BANANAS

APPLES
JON %THAN

FLORIDA

FRESH EGG

PLANT

DEL MONTE RED

SALMON 1 Lb. Can 79c

FROSTY ACRES
FROZEN

FRESH
FRESH

EE

29c

I

SALMON 1 Lb. Can 59c

4 Lb.

59c

OR

WINESAP APPLES

4 Lb.

59c

FRESH WASHED

Lb. 10c

TURNIPS

2 Lb.

29c
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Boncers of McKenzie, underwent mingling with his friends and
you next week and remember—
surgery at the Obion County Hosschoolmates. He is stationed at Keep Smiling!
Mrs. Harvey Vann° ge
which will conduct field days in
pital last Tuesday. We wish for
Milton, Florida. Caine back soon,
• AUSTIN SPRINGS weeks to come. Watch for anhim a speedy recovery.
Billy Joe.
Mrs. Carey Wields • nouncements of date later in these
The fine rains over the past
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Taylor
HOME ON LEAVE!
few days have been most welitems.
Miss Ludene Rushing visited
and Mrs. Edith Nall had as their
comed.
Airman
3-C Tony L. Phillips of
her
Mrs. Ada Ross is now convamother Mrs. Dewey Ligon and
Miss Joy Vincent, sophomore at
supper guests last Monday night
Several visitors over the week117 Bebe Ifebler
lescing at her home in Dukedom Murray State College, spent Labor
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Kimble and Mr. Ligon last week. She watched &Ackland Air Force Base, Texas,
after being hospitalized several Day weekend with friends in the end holiday made many very pleatheir sons Larry Dean and Gayle. with much interest the new home is home after completing his basic
A cheery Good Morning to
sant occasions. One of these eslays due to a pinched nerve. She state of Missouri.
Larry leaves this Monday night Mr. and Mrs. Ligon were building. technical training. He will remain ,
everyone!
here for a ten-day leave and then
is the wife of the late Charlie
for Clovis, New Mexico. From
Get well wishes are extended to pecially was the family dinner in
Our town is undergoing many
Well this is all for now. See report to Roswell, New Mexico.
Ross, president of the Dukedom Mr. Herbert Roberts who is a the home of Mrs. Edna Strong
there he will leave in a few days
changes.
Soon
the
Fulton
Hotel,
Bank, and all friends wish for the patient in the Fulton Hospital last Sunday. Those present were
England where he will remain
one of our oldest landmarks, will for
elderly lady a speedy recovery.
for three years. Larry was a
where he was carried by the her sister, Mrs. Evelyn Elliott have passed
into
history
and a graduate of the
1960 graduating
Rev. James Holt filled his regu- Jackson Brothers ambulance a from Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie modernistic Post Office will
be class of South Fulton High School.
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
lar appointment at New Salem few nights ago.
built
in
its
place.
Reams, Dorothy Jane and Ted,
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie WestmoreWe wish for him and safe and
In Operation Si Years
We are looking forward with
11 a. m. where he serves the land are so much improved from Mr. and Mrs. /toy Lay, Mr. and
great anticipation to the building pleasant trip.
Mrs.
Charles
Lamb,
Mike
and
church in full time pastorate.
their illnesses, they have been
Mr. Charles Oliver spent last
Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Billie Strong of the rest home that will be
• Large Display •
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is doing able to entertain quite a number Simpson, Barry
across from Hillview Hospital. It weekend in Memphis and attendand
Dennis,
Mr.
ed the dog races.
nicely from injuries to her leg, of relatives and friends during and Mrs. J.
•
Well Lighted At Night•
Grubbs and chil- will be a great asset to the city of
C.
summer
Mr.
and
Mrs. Aubrey Taylor
vacation. At their country
inflicted by chickens at their
Fulton.
dren.
•
Open
Sunday Afternoons •
home
and
son
Tommy
you
and Mr. and Mrs.
will always find a warm
farm home near here. She is able
Pictures were shown of a past
Our deepest sympathy and Louis Smith and son Rickey of the
welcome and the southern hospito be getting around.
family gathering and thoroughly prayers go out to Mrs. Bob Harris Union
City H'ighway, attended the
It was back to school for all the tality is abundant.
enjoyed in addition to the bounti- whose mother passed away last
J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
...fair in Union City last WednesMr. and Mrs. Roy Vincent visitFallen
kiddies here to Palmersville and
ful dinner and supper.
Wednesday night.
Greenfield, Tenn.
day.
Call 124
AD 5-2222
Welch Schools last Monday. A full ed their aunt. Mrs. Maud Vincent,
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Beale and
Mrs. Bowen was a faithful
Mr. and Mrs. James Harold
.nrollment was had, with High and the M. E. Vincent family re- children from Albertville, Ala- Christian and as long
as her Connell are visiting their sisters
cently.
ichool students going by bus to
bama, visited her parents Mr. and health would permit, she was alMrs. Bristo Sanford and Mrs. EuMrs. Aieful McClain has spent
Palmersville and Dresden.
Mrs. Mike Nanney and otheridur- ways in her place in church. We
gene Cruce in Lansing, Michigan,
some
of
her
convalesc
ent
days ing the weekend.
Each school has an active PTA
--SIX—
loved
Mrs. Bowen and she will this week.
with her daughter, Mrs. W. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Fuqua and be greatly missed,
Mrs. Byrdie GGarvey was a very
Brown of Paducah and will soon be
baby from Boliver visited her
Sorry Mrs. Willie Hall has pleasant guest of Mrs. Edith Nall
coming home of which each of us
ARTIFICIAL BREEDING will be glad to know. May she parents Mr. and Mrs. Harry had a light attack of pneumonia and Mrs. Aubrey Taylor last
!Yields during the weekend.
but glad she is better at this time. Thursday morning.
FOR YOUR
continue to steadily improve.
Mrs. Evelyn Elliott from DeMrs. Erith Nall really had a
Mr. and Mrs. Doloman D. DobMr. Durrell McCall continues to
The bull of your choice with
troit is spending several days with good time at the picnic of the
•
FARM
AND
AUTO
INSURANCE
son were guests in the home of
frown semen. Curtiss offers a improve at his home. Mac is a homefolks.
ladies Bible Class of the C. P. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Taylor
FARME
*
member of the C. and H. Packing
R'S
LIABIL
last
ITY COVERAGE
Ted Reams from Lansing, Mich- Church which was held in the Saturday.
line-breeding program featuring House and has
been greatly missFARM
LOANS
proven sires, cow families, and ed at his post of business during igan, is spending his vacation with City Park last Monday night.
Mrs. Fred Brady called on Mrs.
OFFICE PHONE 5
his parents Mr. and Mrs. C. R.
Mrs. Mary Ette Norman is a Susie Hillman last Saturday morn205 MAIN STREET
profitable bloodlines. For prompt, his stay in Baptist Manorial Hos- Reams.
very
happy
mother
this
week
as
ing. Mrs. Hillman is one of our
FULTON, KENTUCKY
efficient service. call: Curtis pital in Memphis.
Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. Paul She has her son Harold of Mid- shut-ins
Labor Day was observed by
but is able to be back
Breeding Service, Inc.
home again.
many here, but still many fanners Reams, Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook, dletown home for a visit.
Mrs. Orvin Morrison and Mrs.
Mrs.
Bertha
Letchher
d
and
Mrs.
stayed
Mrs.
C.
B. Connell visited with
at their jobs of cutting toRichard E. FUQUA. Technician
bacco, saving hay, and the fall Harvey Vaughan attended the Byrda Garvey spent last weekend Mrs. Edith Nall last Saturday afHome
Demonstration in St. Louis.
plowing goes on. I hear a few County
ternoon.
John W Miller, Distributor.
Mrs. Louis Holly and Mrs. Edith
took to the woods, squirrel-hunt- Clubs picnic at the New Salem
Mrs. Essie Kroker and children
Nall called on Mrs. J. C. Reese visited her mother Mrs.
ing
now that the season is open Community Center.
Charles
l'hone: Martin, Tenn. Collect.
Apparent
ly a very pleasant day in the Walnut Grove Community Oliver and Mignon
to all. We do have several men,
last week.
from five Kentucky and Tennessee Counties:
Friday
morning.
They
587-6192
their sons, too, who take advant- was enjoyed by each who was last
Billie Joe Draughn left last
Obion, Weakley, Fulton, Graves, Hickman!
priveledgecL-to attend. Activities brought back a big mess of turnip week after
age
of
having
that
spent
sport.
twelve
587-1084
for the day were very capably givens. Yum-yum, I know they wonderfu
l
days
in
Fulton
visiting
587-8202
directed by Miss Carrie May Jones were delicious.
her mother Mignon and his grandfrom Friendship, Tennessee, the
Mrs. Ralph Smith's father Mr. mother Mrs. Charles
Oliver and
Mixed the Circus Sept. 12!
new agent whom several had not
met as she has recently been em33.5% ammonium nitrate
ployed.
We are in the market to fill your
63% Phosphate
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Garrett
Brundige
You'll Say they're delicious!
and Carla from Nashville spent
60% Muriate of Potash
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
30-10-0 Ammonium phosphate
E. I. 'Brundige and attended the
0-19-38 with borax for alfalfa
Damron family reunion Sunday.
We have a good and complete supply of
Mr. and Mrs. Clay McConnell.
L
MIXED
FERTI
LIZERS of all analyses: 6-12,
from Chicago, and Mr. and Mr,.
Lake Street
Alec Hodges from Macon, Georgia,
10-20-20, 5-20-20 and others.
Fulton, Ky.
were weekend visitors with Mr.
including barley, oats, rye, wheat, vetch, crimson, 13 WE ALSO HAVE a
and Mrs. Will Reed.
complete stock of fall seeds:
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Reed,
Kenland, Ladino and white clovers, grasses, etc.
alfalfas
,
clovers,
grasses
and grain seed.
Sarah and Martin, from Nashville
were weekend visitors with Mr.
and Mrs. Mart Reed. They attended church at Oak Grove Sunday
morning.
Brother Woodson, Mr. and Mrs.
Phone 399
S. Fulton
Adair Cannon and Mrs. Lucy
201 Central Aye.
Gibbs were Sunday dinner guests
YOUR
East
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan.
State Line
SOUTHERN STATES COOPERA'IrVE SERVICE AGENCY
Phone 202 - 602
Everyone is invited to attend
the service at Oak Ridge each
animminnumminummonsmommormonnommannominnin
evening at 7:45 during this week.
Brother John 13. Hardeman is doing the preaching with Brother
Neal leading the signing.

•CHESTNUT GLADL

Arnaud and About
Our Tows

Greenfield Monument Works

(\.

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

WE HONOR ASC PURCHASE ORDERS

promminuommummilimil

FERTILIZERS FOR ALL SEEDING:

PURCHASE ORDERS

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

FERTILIZERS AND SEED

(
77
E THAT'
. S NEW IN'

11ENTUCKY
IT
ATE FAIR
PADU ISVI 11-1—

A •Ivitf

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

IYISORS

L

E

SMPT.7-15

->))):•

World Championship RODEO with
TV "Bonanza" stars September 7-8-9
World Championship HORSE SHOW
September 10-15
Big RENFRO VALLEY HOMECOMING SHOW
Daily September 7-15
ACRES OF EXHIBITS
•Championship livestock•Farm machinery
•Commercial exhibits•Typical Ruffian hems
•4-H, and many, many others.

OLSON SHOWS MIDWAY

Health-O-Drama •"Kentucky's Health ...Future"
(
Bring the Family Early:
Admission only $1.00 a car-bus load
Between 7-10 AM. Every Day

Kentucky Dairy
Princess In
National Contest
Miss Marinell Myers 22, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester B.
Myers, Lynn Grove, Ky., leaves
September 9 for Chicago to compete for the title of American
Dairy Princess, the dairy industry's highest honor. She is Kentucky's hope for winnnig the 8th
Annual National American Dairy
Princess title.
Miss Myers and 31 other state
finalists represent some 30.000
young women who have sought
the title this year. The Kentucky
princess is experienced in milking
cows and is a lovely testimonial to
the value of milk and other dairy
foods in the diet. .
Miss Myers is a graduate of
Murray State College with a
Major in Home Economics. She
plans to enter the Home Demonstration filed in Extension this
Fall. She was selected as Kentucky Dairy Princess in February
of this year.
The News Is The Newsiest!

irks DUFF? TWINS

WALK E

by WICK SMITH

You Too Can Get Top Yields
Allen Watson, shown here, planted Southern
States Seeds and harvested 76 bushels of
barley to the acre!"I'm certainly pleased with
my yield and with the quality of the grain," he
says. You can get maximum yields and profits
too with Southern States Small Grain Seeds.
Eliminate the question marks that come when

8-YEAR-OLD

WALKER'S
DELUXE

1

111.111
Asilli
new.
"111111k

)

• URI

SOUTHERN)
STATES
COOPERATIVE

UnconditIoney elegsre. Matured in
the exact moment of
mellow perfection

RINI 1111341 IMMO • Mai CU • IU

-

IMO X.. MR.QUM

DON'T ez. Lg.SURE1':SURE WtTLA

WICK SMITH
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
231 Main St.
Pltir62

eZa_411. 1.1.'y

you plant "over-the-fence" seeds. See your
Southern States Cooperative Agency now.

Avoid the Question Marks
"Ovectherfence"
small grain seeds

Southern States
small grain seeds

Disease treated

?

Germination

?

HIGH

Weed content

?

LOW
YES

YES

True to variety

?

Yield

?

MAXIMUM

Guaranteed

?

100%

Plant Southern States Small Grain Seeds

I
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Of Social Interest

I

Grigsby-Wallace Miss Hamilton
Vows Pledged In Is Bride Of
Texas Wedding Chapman Burnett

Spirit Of Togetherness Binds Residents
Of West State Line After Labor Day Fun
Nobody can say that a spirit of
togetherness doesn't exist among
the people on West State Line
Road these days. There have been
several new families moving in
out in that area and the folks decided that they didn't know each
other very well and something
should be done about it.
So they all got together and had
a real fun picnic at the City Park
Labor Day and what time wasn't
spent in eating was filled with
friendly talk and laughter.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Coleman, Mr. and Mrs.

Louis Patrick, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Milam, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Hawks and Mike, Miss Susan
Byars, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Easley, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Olive, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Dale Hardy, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Hardy.
Also: Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Watts, Miss Jenny Lou Hardy.
Mrs. Hillman Collier, Mrs. Dick
Thomas and Adam, Mr. and Mrs. 100 Ton, of Dainty Pach)derni, v. ho will appear in
Clarence Caldwell, Mrs. Eaton Fulton on Wednesda,, septenaber 12, with
the Al
Browder, Mrs. Grace Andrews,
Mr. and Mrs. James Browder, Mr.
and Mrs. Crid Long. Richard
Browder, Dick Collier and Don
Collier.

Of wide interest in this area is
Miss Judy Hamilton, daughter of
the marriage of Miss Nelda Faye Mrs.James Judy Hamilton and the
Grigsby, daughter of Mr. and late Mr. Hamilton of Georgetown,
Mrs. J. Louis Grigsby, Longview, and Mr. Chapman O'Neill BurnTexas, and James Earl (Jimmy) ett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Wallace, son of Mr. and Mr9. C. Henry Burnett of Mayfield, were
C. Broadrick, Longview, Texas, married September 1 in Georgeand formerly of Fulton.
town at the First Christian
The vows were solemnized Sat- Church.
— _
urday, August 18, in the Wesley
Given in marriage by her broMethodist Church in Longview ther, the bride wore a classic
with Robert 0. Feather, Dallas, gown of ivory peau do soie with
Children of pro-school age will
officiating.
sculptured
bodice, semi-belled
be registered at the South Fulton
The bride was given in marri- skirt and court train'. She wore an
Baptist Church on Friday afterage by her father and was radiant antique ivory Brussels lace veil
noon between 4:00 and 6:00 pm.,
,Sam M. Fleming, president of
in her wedding gown fashioned of and carried white roses and stepLovely, dark - haired
Linda for the school which. begins on
the American Bankers Associapeau de ange lace and silk or- hanotis on a Bible.
Thorpe was chosen Second Maid Monday, September 10.
ganza. Her veil was of white
Matron of honor was Mrs. tion, was an honored guest at a to Miss Obion County
Fair in the The Kindergarten is for boys and
French illusion falling from a James H. Armstrong of George- dinner August 31 in Union City beauty pageant
in Union City girls who will attend the first
Queens crown studded with seed town. Other Bridal attendants at the Biltmore Motel.
August 30. She is the daughter of grade
next year. The Child Care
pearls.
were Mrs. Will Howe Fristoe of
Mr. Fleming spoke to the group Mr and Mrs. Earl Thorpeo
f South Center is for other pre-schoo.
She carried a cascade bouquet Mayfield, Mrs. William Snyder of which consisted of banking of- Fulton and is a
senior at South children. Parents are asked
of white feathered carnations and Lexington, Mrs. William Shively ficials from all over West Ken- Fulton High
School.
bring their children and regisi.
pale yellow roses tied with white of Somerset and Miss Peggy tucky and West Tennessee.
Miss Beverry Jean Weldon. them on Friday afternoo
n. •
satin ribbons.
Brumleve of Lexington.
Attending from Fulton were W. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Teaching in the Kindergarte!
The bride was attended by Mrs.
They wore identically-styled S. Atkins, M. R. Jeffress, Harold Weldon of Union City, was crownsection will be Mrs. E. K. Al. \
Don Elrod, matron of honor, and floor length dresses
of apricot par- D. Henderson, Jr., Ray Terrell, ed Queen of the Fair and. Miss
ander and Mrs. - Leroy MhoMrs. Richard Lucas and Miss Jan fait taffeta and
short old fashion- N. G. Cooke, Kenneth Crews, J. Linda Wilson; daughter of Mr.
Teachers for the Child Care-CenHinkle, bridesmaids. They were ed capes of
contrasting velvet. D. Davis, L. M. McBride, Bertes and Mrs. Reese Wilson of Union
ter are Mrs. M. M. Matlock and
attired in identical costumes of Flat taffeta bows
were worn in Pigue, Louis Weaks, Parks Weaks City, was *me(' First Maid.
maize silk organza over taffeta. their hair. They
Miss Thotpe was sponsored by Mrs. Harry Pittman.
carried muffs of and Hampton Lillard.
They wore head-pieces of softly autumn flowers.
Tuition for Kindergarten (5
Those from Clinton who at- the Pierce-Harris
Community
crushed maize organza and carried
Mr. Joseph Henry Burnett of tended were F. W. Brock, Jr., R. Club. She has won several other year olds Monday through Friday
cascade designed bouquets of yel- Mayfield served
his son as best J. Cunningham, Robert L. Veatch, beauty titles including that of from 9 to 12) is $3.00 per week.
low spider mums and bronze porn man. Ushers
"Miss South Falton" earlier this The tuition for all day care is
included Mr. Ben and Earl J. Warren.
porn chrysanthemums.
$7.50 weekly.
•
Oldham of Georgetown, Carl Tayyear..
The bridegroom was attended lor of Mt. Vernon,
The •center will be operated by
Illinois, Pres- fabrics and patterns are
available
by her grandfather, Harvey M. ton White
of Lexington and Dan in fine stores
the church as a community serthroughout the
Pewitt of Fulton, as his best man. Sharp of Mayfield
vice. Hulon Allen, pastor of the
.
country.
Ushers were Lee Gresham, Bill
The couple will reside in Lexchurch. said it is expected that the
Bolger, Jimmie
Grigsby, Jim ington following their wedding
Plans for the show are announcnon-profit operation can produce
Cross and Bill Head.
trip.
ed by Mrs. Bert Yarbro, County
Services for Mrs. George Bow- a thoroughly efficient center for
The couple are now at home at
Clothing Leader. Mrs. W. B. Sow- en, who died August 29 at
the the benefit of the children.
7102 Pipeline Road in Fort Worth,
ell will serve as commentator. home of her daughter, Mrs. R.
The Child Care Section will reL.
Texas.
Models will include: Mrs. James Harris, Collinwood, were held
Fri- main open from 6:30 a. m. until
Alexander, Mrs. Ralph Adams, day afternoon at 2 n. m. at the- 11:00 p. to. daily, Monday through
Mrs. Bobby McMillin, Mrs. Bill Hornbeak Funeral Home
with Friday.
Fenwick, Mrs. Harry Sublett, Jr., Harry Owen, miker of the CenMrs. Gerald Binford, Mrs. Ray- tral Church of Christ, officiati
ng
CATTLE DEAL!
mond Harrison,
Interment was in Oak Grove
Mrs. Tommy
Jones, Mrs. John Wilson, Mrs. M. cemetery.
Active
pallhearers
Haulie Jamison, Fulton, recent- •
L. Goodwin, Mrs. Bobby Caldwell, were: Earl C. Plumley,
Elmer ly gold six Aberdeen-Angus COWS :
The Annual Day Program of Master Robert Caldwell, Mrs. McNatt, Bill Smith. Doran Colley, to Cannons Greenlea Farm, South I
Hugh Lattus, Mrs. Bert Yarbro, CharleS Wright and Dean
Collier. Fulton, Tennessee.
A group of relatives and friends the Fulton County Home Makers and
others.
will
presente
be
d
at
the
First
delightfully surprised Loyd Wilds
Monday at his home in Dukedom Methodist Church, Hickman, Ky.,
September 11, 1962. Registration
with a lovely birthday dinner. It
was held in honor of his 65th will begin at 10:00 A. M. The Rev.
Loyal Hartman will give the debirthday.
votional, -followed by roll call.
The guests arrived bearing food
The delegates to the National
and gifts for the honored guest
and a very happy occasion was Conference of Federated Home
makers Clubs, held in Lexington,
celebrated by all.
Ky. August 12 through 16, will
The Welfare Workers Home have a "gab test" about their exCharles L. Leider, City Planner
Demonstration Club picnic was periences. Mrs. W. B. McLeod,
held at the new Travelers Inn County Home Agent, will make with the Kentucky Department of
her
report. The ladies of the Commerce, will leave this
Restaurant August 22 with twelve
fall to
church will serve the lunch.
enroll vs a graduate student in
members present.
In
the
afternoon there will be a City Planning at Yale Universi
The officers of the club received
ty.
lovely gifts and corsages for their fashion show. Cottons for all occaLeider
was
a
sions,
member
featurin
g the newest fabric
of the
past year's service.
finishes and the latest McCall' pat- staff of the Division of Planning
and
Zoning
and
terns,
worked
will
be presented.
as City
Fulton lost several fine families
The fashion collection, "Caval- Planner with the cities of Fulton,
last week when the Kentucky
Hickman
,
Mayfield
,
cade
of
Cottons,
Murray
1962," is made
and
Utilities families who were still
Princeton.
living here moved to Clinton. available as a loan service cosponsore
d
by
the
National CotThose who made the move were
MI.1111111.111111=mr
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Mullins and ton Council, Memphis, Tennessee,
and
the
Pattern
Division
of Mcchildren Diane and Doug; Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Burrow and son. Rob- Call Corporation, New York City.
Round-the-clock apparel ranges
ert, and Mr. and Mrs. Orville
from housecoat to formal and iiSmith.
nudes several styles for children.
Kellena Durbin, Gertrude Mur- Thirteen well-known American
phey, Virginia Workman and Mary fabric houses ars represented by
FRID.%1'& •',.% II RD %V
Alice Coleman, members of the cottons—summer sheers to winter
Fulton Business and Professional corduroys — washable, wrinkleDOI ISLE FEAT' ILE !
Woman's Club, attended the hat resistant and easy-to-care-for.
The
fabric
and
fashion
story
of
sale at the Cabana Club in Paducah last week. The sale was spon- 1962 is highlighted by color notes
sored by the Paducah B. and P. W. such as the patriotic red, white
and blue look in ginghams and
sports cottons, the sundrenched
citrus shades in prints, and neuBIG DIFFERENCE!
tral tones of toast, beige, camel,
In Bahia Felix, Chile, rain falls black and white for town
and
an average of 325 days a year. But travel.
Iquique, Chile, farther north, Patterns follow designers' choice
once went 14 years without any of the soft silhouette for
suits,
rain at all.
coats, and dresses. A short, demiTECIENICOLOR .• A 1;:a.111114
fitted jacket is the shape that
Nttend the Circus Sept. 121
tops skirts as well as dresses. Both
STARTS SUNDAY

Banker Honored Linda Thorpe
At Union City
Chosen Second
Dinner Meeting Maid At Fair

Registration Al
SF Kindergarten
Is September 7

DEATHS

.2)icatv

"Annual Day"
To Feature
Fashion Show

Fulton's City
Planner Quits
To Attend Yale

G. Kelly and Miller Bros. Cirrus. The event is si
mired by the Fulton Shrine Club.

ONCE-A -YEAR
SAVINGS [VENT

Famous Legsize Stockings
at Reduced Prices!
September 7 thru Sept. 15th
Introduce yourself to the. la'auty. fashion and pet-feet I.EGSI:
fit of these famous stockings, ,k.ring this onct•-a-y,ar
Savings event. ALL SEAMLESS AND FULL-FASIIS
styles priced at simst.ditial.ri,hatthms fr. .
8 Days Only

Reg. $1.99

SALE!

S4.95

Reg. $1.65

SALE!

S4.20

Reg. $1.50

SALE!

$3.80

Reg. $1.35

SALE!

.50

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
Main Street

WADES Warehouse
Living Room Suite SALE!

'um SAVE
UP TO

gra;
'

60%

2 DAYS ONLY
Friday,September 7th
Saturday, Sept 8th

RSP

4COLUMBIA PICTURES presentsA

P. GERALD PALMER, owner
Of the 20.000 acre AGUA LINDA RATION
near Nogales, Arizona, says,

aim 1JAck
NovAMINON.

RE"

NO BITE!"

DOORS OPEN 8 A. M. EACH DAY

LOCATED!NEXT TO BENNETT'S
DRUG STORE ON MAIN STREET

90 Proof

$1.55

WADE FURNITURE Co.

1-2 Pint
MELLOW-MASH

YeThell
owstone
Greatest Americ
an Whiskey

Krum STRAIGHT BOURBON.
& 100 ROOF BOTTLED-IN BOND
listrntill & BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY B.LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO BY

A FRED KOHL
—
RICHARD OUINE PRODUCTION
asassinasiossomos.ssisaracassaascia
411.1111111.11=111=111=k

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Fulton City, County Schools Rank
High In Graduates,College Goers

HOSPITAL NEWS

(Continued from page one)
The following persons were
Vernon said that five years ago I
A six-year turned study just of Education, shows that of 190 patients in the three Fulton Hosstarted killing Paul. (Some people completed
on the holding power students who entered the ninth pitals on Wednesday morning:
may cite an earlier figure since and whereabouts of recent
gradu- grade during the 1957 school year,
FULTON HOSPITAL
he's lived with me nearly 23 ates of all
Kentucky high schools 129 of them, or 67.9 per cent, were
Louis Burke, Fulton Route 3;
years.) This calculated homicide shows Fulton
County high schools graduated from high school in James Kimball, Wingo Route 1;
(or is it hushandcide) started
ranked above the stale average in 1961.
Mrs. Leonard Duke, Water Valwhen Paul was over forty and I
terms of low-average drop-outs.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maThe state average is 61.4 per ley, Route 1; Mrs.-Ella McKernon,
failed
to
change
his
diet
from
•The study, made by the research cent and the average for both pub- Mayfield; B. E. Clifton, Fort
rhine and electric floor polisher
meat and potatoes to black-strap
division of the State Department lic and non-public schools is 63 Smith, Arkansas; Tommy Brown,
and electric vacuum cleaners. Exmolasses, yogurt, wheat germ,
change Furniture Co.
percent.
Mrs. rooks Henderson, Sally
kelp and rosehips.
The study also shows that these Mrs. Brooks Henderson, Sally
RED DEVILS—
SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
same schools were above the Perce, James Lee, J. N. Wooten,
(Continued from page one)
TUrner 5-9121
phone (UC)
That last ingredient I don't
state average in the percentage of Mrs. Eva Cochran, Mrs. Clarice
Daily Schedule
know about. I'm an old girdle ad- Bell says he is the best back in
1961 graduates who entered col- Thorpe, all of Fulton; Carl
DC-3 service from Union City vocate myself. Vernon proves his the -Inference. "I know he is," he
Stroud, Crutchfield; Mrs. Glenn
Lv 9:44 p. m. nutrition theory by pointing to laughs, "because we had to play lege.
To Memphis
Of the students
who were Cooley and baby, Martin Route 3;
Lv 2:19 p. m. Oak Ridge, Tenn., "the home of against him last season."
To Nashville
graduated in 1961, 55, or 42.6 per Mrs. Billy Wright, Clinton; Mrs.
the Ph. D's" he says. Yogurt and
Hardy is t .-e fastest man on the cent, entered college during the Jim Holcombe, Hickman; Mrs.
DO YOU HAVE an old car other nutritional foods are
eaten
squad, and rk ran 100 yards last fall of 1961. The state average Grace Griffin, Fulton Route 2;
(1935 or older) stored in your with gusto in that atomic
energy season in full football uniform in
was 36.7 per cent.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Stafford,
barn or around your place? Re- city. This statistic might
prove ten seconds flat. Best of all, Bell
The Fulton City School District Dresden, Route 4; Mrs. Mattie
gardless of its condition, it can be that Vernon's diet is good
for
the
says. Hardy goes full speed all ranked 11th in the state in per- Rogers, Fulton Route 4; B. E.
sold for cash if it can be made to body and the mind. Seems to
me the time, in practice as well as in centage
of students graduating Crooks, Clinton, Route 1.
run. If you have an old car or that SOMEBODY ought to
start the game. In one of the most exfrom high school. Of the 57 ninth
know someone who has, phone the marketing this yogurt on a large
News office for further informa- scale. Vernon's makes his own, he citing plays in this year's Reelfoot grade students in 1957, 47 graduHILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Conference
Jamboree, Hardy ated in 1961 for a percentage of
tion.
Mrs. Larry Coltharp, Wingo
says. Drinks it even before it be- broke loose
for a 60-yard touch- 82.5.
Route 2; Mrs. William Barker,
WANTED: clean cotton rags. No comes full scale yogurt.
down gallop.
That same district ranked 6th
rayon or nylon or overalls or blue
At the other halfback post will in the state in the number of stu- Peggy Counce, Bill Griffith, all of
But until the ingredient becomes be either
Elizabeth
jeans. Cut off buttons and zipsenior Larry Wade or a dents attending college for at South Fulton; Mrs.
Shankle, Mrs. Eva Daniels, Fred
pers and bring to the News of- a product in the mass consump- promising
sophomore, Jimmy least one year. Of the 47 who
tion department it'll be "Arsenic Daugherty.
Jolley, all of Fulton; Raymond
fice. 10c per pound.
graduated in 1961, 32 went on to
and poor Paul," at our house.
Senior Jerry Mac Weeks in- a college or university to make a Jones, Hickman; James Choate,
ANTENNAS:
install
—
We
TV
Union City; J. T. Simpson, Marherited the quarterback position percentage of 68.1.
Trade-repair ;and move. Get our
tin Route 3; James McMillan,
this year, but he is being pushed
THEY SHRINK!
prices. We service all makes TV.
Fulton Route 2.
by a sophomore, Charles Colley,
Phone 307. Roper Television.
Vanilla beans, dried in the sun who sparked in the last quarter LOCAL RESIDENTS—
JONES HOSPITAL
for weeks to acquire their heavy of the Dresden game.
(Continued from page one)
W. A. Bethel, Noel Barnes, Mrs.
scent and aroma, lose 75 percent
Bell says that Colley throws the Reserve Champion in the
When It's
Myrtle
of their original weight in shrink- well, better right now
Caldwell, Mrs. Sol Hanthan the Open Show. Brady Williamson of
sore-armed Weeks, and he also Fulton showed the Grand Cham- cock, Jr. Mrs. Harry Shupe, Mrs.
Real Estate in Fulton
Duane
Russell
and baby, Mrs.
runs the club remarkably well pion in the Open Guernsey Show.
— see --Wallace Brockwell and baby, Mrs.
WE RENT - for a young boy.
C. A. Lattus Farms had the John Parham and baby, all of
CHARLES W. BURROW
Marty Warren, a guard last sea- Grand Champion Female of the
Fulton; V. A. Richardson, Martin;
l'!.one 61
3Liu W.,::„t
son, has been moved to fullback, Open Angus Show.
Hospital beds
Mrs. Horace Dean and baby, Clinand running from that slot he
Carl E. Mikel took Reserve
Farm Loans
Baby beds
gained about seven yards per Championship honors in-the Open ton.
-Conventiona, Loans
Vacuum Cleaners
carry against Dresden.
Beef Show with his Hereford bull
CIRCUS—
At end Bell has back a top re- and female.
Floor polishers
FHA Loans
Continued frrmi page one)
ceiver, big Clayburn Peeples. The
Willow Wilde Farm and John
—The very best selection 'of, real
6-3. 180-pound junior caught four Burrow of Fulton were the big reason for this is that the beestate for sale at all times!
WADE FURN. CO.
of the six passes thrown to him in winners in the open Guernsey hemoths are inveterate souvenir
the Dresden cobtest.
show. Willow Wilde showed the snatchers and if their trunks were
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky. Peeples was one of the South .Tunierr.
Senior, and Grand Cham- not occupied they would snatch
Fulton basketball team's loop pion animals and John Burrow ladies pocketbooks, hats, canes or
stars last season ,as was his run- showed the Reserve champion.
anything else within reach.
ning mate at the other end posiCircus people call all elephants
Other local winners with Guerntion, GGray Wayne Isbel. Isbel is eys were Bonita Burrow, Patty "Bulls" although most of the
6-4 and weighs 180 pounds, and Hixson, Brent Burrow,
For The
Marilyn the beasts appearing with circuses
he is also a junior. today are females. Male elephants
Hardy, and Gene Hardy.
AU types of Insurance
At one tackle post South FulOther local persons winning are too unpredictable for safe
ton has Steve Schwerdt, a 210. ribbons or cash prizes in
various contact with crowds.
pound junior.
One hour before each performSchwerdt was divisions were as follows:
SAVE! GET our
aough last week, and Bell says
Domestic Arts: Dianne Gunter, ance of the Al G. Kelly and Miller
PACKAGE
DEAL
and
Dresden didn't gain a yard Fulton; Mrs. Lucy Sturgis, Fulton; Bros. Circus at 1:30 and 7:00 p. m.
"Covering everything'
through his side of the line.
Miss Ruby Giffin, Fulton; Mrs. the giant traveling menagerie
422 Lake St.
Starting at the other tackle last Charles Powell, Fulton.
containing the herd of elephants
week was the ailing Bill Stewart, Baked Goods: Mrs. W. W.
Hardy, will be open. In addition to the
a 205-pound junior. Stewart Was South Fulton;
Diane Gunter, Ful- elephants over 200 rare and wild
Fulton, Ky,
Phone 408
not up to par because of a recent ton; Mrs.
Mac Burrow, Route 5, animals will be on display. The
illness, and he is being pushed by Fulton; Mrs. Forrest MacMurray, big circus perfarrnances will start
senior Ray Murray, a boy who has Route 4, Hickman; Mrs.
Richard at 3:30 and 8:00 p. m. and consist
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
of many new and novel acts.
had little experience, for the start- Ferguson, Route 2, Fulton.
ing nod.
CALLING COLLECT
The circus is being sponsored
Hobby Show: Mrs. Vivian WilBell has a youngster at one liamson, South Fulton; Mrs.
here by the Fulton Shrine Club.
Lona
555 FULTON. KY.
buy it at
guard slot, freshman Larry Heath. Farabough, Route 3, Fulton;
Jim- Tickets for area youngsters were
Heath played fullback last year
bought by Fulton merchants earCHapel 7-1833
my Thorpe, South Fulton.
in junior high ball, and Bell says
Canned Goods:
Mrs. David lier this summer, thus providing
MAYFIELD, KY.
the 180-pounder may turn Into
Phelps, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. circus entertainment for many
an excellent player.
Frank Heflin, Route 2, Fulton; children who would not otherwise
James Faulkner.
be able to attend.
170-pound Mrs. J. C. Roberts, Fulton.
Furniture Company
junior who played a good game
Junior Sewing:
Jenny Lou
against Dresden, fills the other Hardy, South Fulton; Marilyn
RUPTURE
I
guard position.
Hardy, South Fulton; Linda The New Sensational Invention
At center is David Powell, a Thorpe, South
Fulton; Anna
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
junior ,playing football for the Hardy, South Fulton; Susan
BurNo Odors
first time in high school. Bell rates row, South Fulton: Bonita Burhim the best prospect on the row, South
City Drug Co., Fulton
L. C. (DOC) ADAMS
Fulton; Connie Frields,
squad. He says he does a first- South Fulton.
No Belts — No Straps —
rate job at one of, the hardest
Junior Baked Goods: Joan Bontasks assigned to a center—downdurant, South Fulton; Jenny Ammemamommilmumm.
field blocking.
Hardy and Anna Hardy, South
TROUBLE?
The young South Fulton coach Fulton; Susan Burrow, South FulWe can't keep you out of it
says he has a good starting team. ton; Bonita Burrow, South Fulton.
but with one of our Low-Cost,
He can put 15 boys on the field
three payment plan
that he can count on, he says, but
after
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
he is-not too sure.
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fulton He that
is running a wing-T formaWe can be at your side ImTerrifying Spasms of BronRELIEF!
FAA
tion so far ,and he goes in for the
mediately.
chial Asthma relieved quickly (usually
short-gainer, keeping the ball on within I minute) with NEPHRON Inhalant.
Our Adjuster Carries His
the ground. He passes only Even the most stubborn cases respond.
STRE
CONVENIENT
Check Book!
F 00DRHO
enough to keep the defense hon- Regardless of what you have tried or
arteBYOUR
est.
how hopeless your case, NEPHRON could
Wick
Smith Agency
South Fulton travels to Ridgely answer your need with amazing results.
24 Hour Service
DEALER
tonight, and the next Friday night See your Druggist for NEPHRON.
Phone 62 — Nights 160
City Drug Company, Fulton
Bell's old team, Greenfield, cames
112 Lake St.
to Fulton.
One of the toughest jobs the
club faces comes near 14): end of
the season when arch-.rival Fulton
shows up across the state line.
Fulton shut out its. TennesSee
counterpart 19-0 last_ year grid
ALIGNMENT
•
MUFFLERS
BRAKES • SHOCKS •
CURRENT DIVIDED RATE
promises to be even tougher this
season.
The South Fulton schedule is
Dresden, Aug. 24, away; Ridgely,
Aug. 31, away; Greenfield, Sept.
7, home; Gleason, Sept. 14, home;
EXPERT WHEEL
Alamo, Sept. 20, away; Sharon,
Sept. 28, away; Tiptonville, Oct.
BALANCING
12, away; Martin, Oct. 19, home;
Fulton, Oct. 26, -home; Obion
1 50
0
.5 29 62
Central, Nov. 2, home.
0He e645
$1
1 with
I•v/t15
FOR SALE: 6-room house at
213 Broadway. Can be used for
residence or good commercial site,
Call Mr. Adams at 1348. This is a
good buy..

Dewey Johnson

BEST

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

EXCHANGE

GILLUM I

TRANSFER CO.

Bulldogs Win First Game Of Season;
Rated Ninth In Kentucky This Week
The Fulton High School Bulldogs were rated Number Nine in
the state in the first Litkenhous
ratings in the Louisville CourierJournal this week. This high rating came on the hec:- of the Bulldogs' 6-0 victory over the everstrong Mayfield Cardinals at
Mayfield Saturday night.
This was only the fifth time
that the Bulli:e,gs had beaten
Mayfield since the series began in
1922.
Coach Chester Caddas' team
scored the game's lone touchdown
in the second quarter when quarterback Johnny Covington carried
the ball over from the one-yard
line to climax a drive of 67 yards.
Terry Beadles passed to Covington for the extra point on a fakekick play, but officials ruled that
the former's knee was touching
the ground when he received the
snap from center and the point
was nullified.
The Cardinals never seriously
threatened the Fulton team during any portion of the game.
The Bulldogs travel to Sharon,
Tennessee, Friday night for their
second game of the season.

FULTON STUDENTS—
(Continued from page one)
in Jackson, Tennessee.
Sandra Williams, who received
her coveted cap in ceremonies last
spring, will be in her second yeai
of nurses training at Baptis'
Memorial Hospital in Memphi,
this fall.
And so, the Halls of Ivy wil:
soon be teeming with student:
once more—a good many of these
from our own small but educates.
town of Fulton. It's possible that
we've missed someone in our list
of returnees. We'd like to heat
from them if possible so as to give
credit where credit is due.
The News Is The Newsiest!

DUTCH MILL MOTEL
21.not It HEST 11.:RANT
Ntofield,
Goon ro(t) si,:ityro
‘Itot.N I) THE CLOCK
Where The.Ira. pier
Steps E‘ery Time'
Geo. !trend
Owner

\ SELF-SERVICE !Ird31
DRY CLEANING
8 LBS. $1.50
ATTENDANT
ON DUTY
9
7:30 A. M.-9: P. M.
WASH 20c,- DRY 10 & 25c daily except Sunday
Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a Sundays: 8 am. 6 pm.
week. 30 Washers, 9 dryers at
your service.

PHONE 9126

For your Convenience, we now have coin-operated
hair dryers: an Attendent is on Duty

Happy Day Launderette
Located on the Martin Highway Next Door to
Piggly Wiggly

September Special!
Save! Regularly $5.50 Gallon
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Charlie Scales Store
Fulton

Phone 389

South Fulton !hips
Ridgley As Gene
Hardy Scores Three
South Fulton's Red Devils had
their first win of the season last
Friday night as they downed the
Ridgely, Tennessee, team 20-0.
Gene Hardy scored all three
touchdowns in the third quarter.
Larry Wade scored the two extra points.
South Fulton will play its first
home game of the season Friday
night, tangling with Greenfield,
Tennessee. Fans are invited to
COMP on out and support the Red
Devils toward a winning season

Money Received By The
10th
Bears Interest
From The
1st.

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF FULTON
214 Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

MARTINNSENOUR
looehouse
OUTSIDE

WHITE

DURABLE
Al

.
AmitS
'

for-
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.e..-se-emr‘
'
es
-1 -i YlOmu can't afford to
Here's the biggest paint value ever ill.'011
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
exterior. Use Martin-Senour "3000" for economy, beauty,
durability and protection. Covers most surfaces in one coat.

Come in Now—Todayl Get This Great Value,
Plus Other Martin-Senour Quality Products.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO
Church Street, Fulton

Phone 35

Hunting Season Looks Like Best Ever
Says Fish And Wildlife Department
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With early indications of a
bumper crop of most game birds
and animals, Kentucky nimrods
are anticipating one of the best
over-all hunting seasons in recent years, according to the State
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
Already the squirrel hunters
have found a good crop of bushytails and the supply of doves, season for which opened on Sept. 1,

Ian)
LOCK
Her
Owner

6NE

The News wishes to send birthday greetings to the following
indicates good shooting for this persons this week:
game bird in many sections of
September 6: Allen McKendree,
Kentucky.
Billie Stephenson, 011ie Miller,
Field surveys from Kentucky Jean Miller, Jimmie Dee Stanbiologists and conservation of- field; September 7: Betty B. Benficers, and reports from farmers nett, Delores Watkins, Billy Senand sportsmen indicate the rabbit sing, Ann Read Holland, Betty
crop should far exceed that of last Lou Davis, Mrs, Laura Kegler;
year, while the quail population is September 8: Susan Allison;'Mrs.
improved over the 1961 season. Henry Walker, Mary Barham,
Department personnel point out Mary Ann Hill, Mrs. Edgar Gristhat the breeding season for these son, Mrs. E. McKinnon; Septemspecies was exceedingly good this ber 9: Mary Davis Dicken, Mrs.
year and that the reproduction Charles Reams, William "Dubb"
has been good. With favorable Johnson, Lena McKeen, Louise
weather conditions continuing, the Houston, Mrs. Will Gossum.
September 10: Bobby McKinsupply of quail and rabbits should
be highly favorable on the open- ney, Nora B. Netherland, Serena
Elliott,
Joe
Barnes
Dickie
ing of the season on Nov. 15.
Strong; September 11: Mrs. CharThe deer herd in Kentucky has les King, Mrs. Kellie Lowe, David
increased from year to year and Powell, Mrs. Charles - Cannon,
additional counties have been Commodore
Maynard, Horace
opened to both gun and archery Cathey, Lucy Andrews,Boss Goulhunters each season. The achery der, Dorothea Shields; September
12: Willa Kay Bennett, Mrs.
Louis Weaks, Helen Croft Reed,
Mrs. Mae Matipin, Charles Toon,
Odell Sills.

DAY ONLY

CIRCUS

Veterans Elected
To DAV Offices
In Fulton Co.
John B. Stayton was elected
Commander of the Fulton County
Chapter 117 of the Disabled
American Veterans at a recent
meeting.
Other officers elected were:
James Dedman, Sr. Vice Commander; E. L. Cook, Jr. Vice Commander; James Meacham, Treasurer; E. Scott EteMyer, Adjutant:
John E. Cruce, Chaplan; William
G. Mayes, Officer of the Day;
Harold Hampton, Sgt. At Arms;
Gene Howard, Service Officer;
Leon Hutchens, Publicity Officer.

Dog Damages
Paid Farmers
In County

The Youngest, most daring and sensational lady wild animal
subjugator of all time. Presenting in a huge steel arena crowded with 24 spotted leopards, black panthers, Siberian wolfhounds and zebras. All treacherous and ferocious natural jungle enemies. A thrill you will remember as long as you live.

In a hurricane of howling hilarity in which these merry mad
masters of the monkeyshine art indulge their exhibitionistic
urge to lambaste science in a pyrotechnical display of tomfoolery.

5 WORLD FINEST ANIMAL ACTS
17—ALL NEW CIRCUS ACTS
FIRST TIME DI AMERICA

FREE MIDWAY ATTRACTIONS
YOU CAN AFFORD TO BRING
THE WHOLE FAMILY
Popular Prices: Adults $1.50

Kentucky To Present 59th Annual
State Fair For Nine-Days Of Fun
Kentucky puts its proudest fair
forward Friday, Sept. 7 ,opening
the 59th annual exhibition of the
State Fair for a nine-day run
with the spotlight on a much-discussed "out front" arrangement.
Spread across the front areas of
the Coliseum and Exposition
Wings in easier-to-see locations
will be miles of farm equipment,
military "hardware", the _civic and
Olyson Shows midways, entertainment zones, rest and picnic
areas, arid dozens. of exciting exhibits.
Visitors coming through the entrances in front will be amazed
by the dramatic change in the
Fairs "face". Patrons will be
greeted by thousands of flashing
lights, bubbling fountains, music
and
pageantry, tvind-whipped
flags and banners and the feel and
sounds of Kentucky's biggest annual show in motion.
Jamming every inch of indoor
space will be the pride of Kentucky's fields and gardens. One of
the largest livestock shows ever
held in the State Fair will be on
tew when judging laegins Monday, Sept. 10. Entries- in the Youth
Departments and the open classes
are expected to reach record totals
and the Livestock Wing is certain
to overflow.
Fair-goers are promised some
type of activity every hour
throughout the nine day exposition, beginning with Governor's
Day on Sept. 7, and ending with
the important championship stakes
night at the Horse Show on Sept.
15.
Sandwiched in between these
two events will be three days of
championship Rodeo action, starring the rough and tough stock of
Tommy Steiner, point-happy cowboys from across the nation, and
"Big floss" and "Ben Cartwright"
of the TV Bonanza show. The
Rodeo runs through Sept. 9 with
3:30 and 8:130 PM shows the first
two days, and 3:30 PM only on
September 9.
Starting their week-long run on

Fulton County property Owners
have received a $564.30 share of
the $37,218.63 reimbursement that
has been made to Kentucky property owners for losses due to dogs,
Agriculture Commissioner Emerson Beauchamp announced here
today.
Payments were for losses occurring between July 1, 1961, and June
30, 1962. Beauchamp declared
that payments have been made on
the basis of the full, current market value of the animals destroyed
or injured. These latest indemnities bring to $330,397.81 the total
amount of payments that have
been made from the State Livestock Fund since it was started
eight years ago. He explained
that these payments were made
from the State Livestock Fund
that is accumulated from the sale
of dog licenses.
In order for a claim to be valid,
Beauchamp said, three conditions
must be met: I. The ownership of
the dog or dogs causing the damage must be unknown. 2. The
county where the loss occurs
must be in compliance with the
dog low through the sale of licenses and the operation of a dog
pound. 3. The owner sustaining
the loss must not awn or harbor
any unlicensed dogs.
Fulton County property owners
receiving indemnities and the
amounts of the payments follow:

opening day will be the two big
variety shows featuring the Union
Barrack-Ades and the Blue Grass
Belles. Both shows will be staged
free of charge from 7 to 8 PM
and 8 to 9 PM in the East Exposition Wing. The shows also are set
for 2 and 3 PM shows on Sun.
Sept. 9.
Each day free. shows will be
presented in a new rest and
amusement area around the center circle in front of giant Freedom Hall. There will be daily band
concerts, choral groups and radiotelevision shows on this stage with
plentiful seating for foot-weary
Fair-goers.

State Handicapped
Helped Through
Rehabilitation
A record-breaking 1,776 men:tally and physically handicapped
Kentuckians were rehabilitated'
during the past fiscal year by the
Bureau of Rehabilitation Services of the Kentucky Department
of Education.
Ben F. Coffman, director of the
bureau, said this figure is a.
,
. t0
per cent increase over the /1175
persons rehabilitated in 1960-61.
The bureau does not classify a
person as rehabilitated until he is
fully employed. Coffman said
many of those rehabilitated had
previously been receiving relief
payments.
In Fulton County six persons
were rehabilitated and 28 cases
served by the Bureau of Rehabilitation Services.

The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 6, 1962
Fulton ..were Mrs L. P. Carney.
Mrs. Ernest B. Caldwell, anc
Mrs. Frank Brady.

Fulton Ladies
Attend Meet
Of Paris WSCS
The Paris District Executive
Committee of the Woman's Society of Christian Service met Wednesday, August 29th in the home
of Mrs. Robert Nelson, Paris,
Tenn. with seventeen members
present and Mrs. Paul Lyles, wife
of the District Superintendent.
The members were seived
party plate with punch when they
arrived.

BOYS SHOES
and slippers

Forrester's Shoe Shop

Mrs. J. D. Wilson, Murray, Ken- _
tucky, President of the District
called the.meeting to order and
introduced Mrs. J. L. Leggett, Accurate
Paris, Tenn., who gave the deWORKMANSHIP
votional. Mrs. Leggett told the
story of "The Loom of Life"'using
Scripture readings from Galatians. Watehets. Clocks and
Time
After the business session re- Pieces of All Kim!, Aceuports were given by each mem- ralelY Repairtd at Low Cost
by—
her present. The closing prayer
was given by Mrs. W. S. Jones,
Basel, Kentucky after which the
following members had lunch at
Kay's Steak House. Present from '

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
DOUBLE DIVIDEND

HONOR ROCKS!
Animism—the belief that all
things have a spirit—persists in
parts of Indonesia despite the
rise of Hinduism and Islam. Rocks
are revered as the source of the
soul.

FRE:!-/ ROASTED PEANUTS
IN THE SHELL

ex
,,,
Wind
glass cleaner

'Cedes

A
Bottle

FT. VINYL FLOOR RUNNER
NON SKID POLYURETHANE
BACKING, WON'T CURL
PROTECTS FLOORS AND
•RUG FROM GRIME.
/DAMPNESS AND WEAR

=Clean with

Swip•

Your Choice

zenith

Sizes
/
2
" - 2" - 2/
1
2
"
I" - 11

......m..
FOR FALL
SEEDING

FREEZER PAPER le"

All the materials for your fall
arEmiscmaK

FERTILIZER

FULLY LINED PLASTIC D,RAPEc
• sc,ENic
• FLORA and r

Children 75c

-

BE OUR GUEST CIRCUS MORNING
Come see the unloading and feeding of the many wild animals
—See the Big Tent rise in the air—Watch Circus City come to
life — FREE — Bring your camera and enjoy yourself.

Only nationally advertised Flexolum gives you
ail these exclusive features.
•Special heat treated, spring tempered alloy that resists denting
•Marproof, 2-coot baked enamel finish won't rust, chip, peel or crock
•Clean, bright underside, no "Nuts and Bolts" look
•Full ventilation, without perforation, promotes air circulation
•15 decorator colors, over 200 combinations, for any style home
•Choice of 5 styles of awning for window, door,
carport porch or patio

TEN-AR-KY-MO.
Industries
UNION OTT, TENN.

PHONE. TII-80731

SIMONS PAINT CO. IN FTJLTON, KY.

PHONE 17

• LACE
it A
Complete With III*
Valance.
9 Colors to
Choose From.
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announced later.
Dr. Peterson estimated that approximately 8000 persons will
take the vaccine in Fulton County.
Administering the Sabin vaccine is
another effort to stamp out the
danger of polio, greatly halted by
the discovery of the Salk vaccine
several years ago.
The response to the mass immunization program in other corn-

The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 6, 1962 SABIN VACCINE—
(Continued from page one)

Some Mighty Tender Beef!

and the third dose on December
12th. The Health Center in Fulton and Carr Elementary School
have been designated as the two
stations for administering the vaccine. Stations for administering
the vaccine in Hickman will be

mutinies in the Nation has been
highly successful. Persons of all
ages have received the first dose
on a voluntary basis.
Dr. Peterson has invited neighboring communities and counties
in which the vaccine will not be
given to participate in the Fulton
County project. At a later date a
registration blank will be printed
in the News asking parents to

resister themselves and other
members of the family before the
date of the mass immunization in
order to expedite the Program.
Those persons receiving the
vaccine will be asked to contribute
25 cents, however no person will
be refused the vaccine for lack
of funds.

REPRESENTATIVE HERE
B. D. Nisbet, Contact Representative of the Kentucky Disabled
Ex-Service Men's Board, will be
at the American Legion Hall on
September 14 from 9:00 a. m. until 3:00 p. m. to assist veterans
and their dependents with claims
for benefits due them as a result
of their military service.

All The News In The News!

CON SALE!
SUPER RIGHT

ALL GOOD

2
95c
49C

FANCY

SLICED

011 GUARANTEE
TOF QUALITY
Pictured Above is the 907-pound prime Angus purchased at the Obion
County Fair by E. W. James and Sons Supermarket. The animal
brought its owner, Miss Judy Garrigan of Woodland Mills, a total of
$961.42.

George Brand
Has Opposition
In Senate Race

Ouida Jewell
In Top Group
Of Sales Force

()unlit Jewell, National InvesCro,:Jon Miller. 92, eel Symsonia. a. Benton and Calvert City tors representative. -for Fulton
Plumbing and Heating Contractor. County, was in seventh place in
will seek the State Senatorial seat the state upon entering the third
in the May primary election. Mil- and final phase of a three-months
ler, the son of Charles and Ocie contest being conducted . by her
Miller if Graves is making his company.
The second phase of the contest
first race for this office.
Married to the former Ludy ended with the top eleven repreMcNcely, they have -one son. Jim- sentatives in close-running for the
my, who is connected with the number-one spot.
The top two winners of the
.,ntractinc hosices.. and (me date:4liter. Judy. a 1962 graduate of first phase were awarded money:
the second phase winners. stock in
Murray State College.
r is an active rniTnber of the company; and the Number
he Syinsotua Methodist Church, One Representative in the state
•;,ted General Contractor of at the close of the contest will receive a new car.
t.ieky. and is a 32nd Dt.“.2.re
Slut of
He is alsO a member f
one - hundred - and
• the Paducah Master
A ' city-one representatives over
- E,hitticky,. only the top twenty
aoci.,tion and is a past vk,
lent or the Marshall
.!.:y iiee eligible to participate in the
final phase of the contest for the
m1),•r of C.:rm.:whet?.
qui e,,unties are represented car.
n'the state senate district. GF:ivcs
Miss Jewell is listed among tL
\L,r.r.h:111. Ilickralm and Fulton., -tIttiz‘iii' Dozen" and has bevn
Miller 'A II seek the p,,st now held liyterramong.the "Top Ten for the
Week" much of the time since she
orite Brahd ,,f Mat. flo!,l.
been with National Investors
Life Insurance Company of Kentucky, of.which Harry Lee Waterfetid. former Lt. Governor, is
president.
Mitqs Jewell asks that those
planning to take a Charter Contract, to contact her within the
next few days as she will leave on
Joe Campbell has been appoint- vacation on Sept. 15.
, d 'chairman for the Democratic
'rz,f ion Drive
in Fulton

Campbell Heads
Ver Campaign
In Fulton Co.

MAHAN—

(Continued from page one)
and was proclaimed the generalissimo of Mount NinthiGreeni.
Margaret reached the edge of the
•
battleground ,and with only a few
yards from victory, courageously
planted her flag on the edge of the
.T. ,tin
C. Bondurant. county victory spot.
To Alberta Green went ttie prize
.:i man, pointed out that citiwho will be 18 years of age for the most unique flag and
,v November 6 are eligible to tYote Jewell Myatt was judged the best
f they are properly registered. designed. Judges were Mrs. Hor,legistration books will be closed ton Baird aird Mrs. W. R. Hughes.
Other prizes went to Josephine
ieptember 8 until after the elecOmar, for the first flag loser
•ion.
Baker Minton and Edward and Janie Huddleston for second
'lark have been appointed co- flag loser. Mrs. Maxwell McDade
thairmen for the- Yon!)it Demo- won the prize for low putts.
'rats.
Those
participating in' the
tournament were: Mrs. Jasper
Vowell, Mrs. Buren Rogers. Mrs.
Richard Myatt. Mrs. Dan Taylor.
Mrs. Thomas Mahan. Mrs. C. H.
Newton, Mrs. Charles Thomas,
Mrs. J. E. Campbell, Mrs. Joe
Hall. Mrs. W. C. Hale, Mrs. Cecil
Wade. Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer.
Mrs. Maxwell McDade. Mrs.
Iliggitis W:IS elected Rupert Hornsby, Mrs. Guy
Hale.
re! of the South Fulton Fu- Mrs. James Green, Mrs.
Bob Binore Homemakers of America by ford, Mrs. Paul Westpheling. Miss
he second sectinn of the sopho- Helen King. "Mrs. E. E. Williamnore class lasrweek. son, Mrs. C. D. Edwards, Mrs.
Other officers named were Car- Eugene Hoodenpyle, Mrs. Bobby
elyn- Lucy. vine president; Judy Scates, Mrs. Dawson
Huddleston,
Neeley .secrctary; Phillis Faulk- Mrs. Morgan Omar, Mrs.
Wick
ler, treasurer: Beverly Cummings, Smith. Mrs. F. A. Homra,
Mrs. R.
eporter: Janie Haley, parliamen- V. Putnam. Mrs. J. D.
Hales and
arian; Miriam Walker, historian. Mrs. Hendon Wright.
Also: Jessica Sensing, degree
President Glynn Bushart pre.ommittee: Marilyn Mills, recreaion leader: Miriam Walker and sented the 1962 Men's Championtrenda Carson, song leader; Phil- ship trOphies following the annual
is Faulkner. Jessica Sensing and barbecue supper served in the
Jarilyn Mills, program commit- clubhouse.
Trophies were presented to Max
McDade. club champion: Jasper
Vowel]. runner-up; C. D. Jones,
CLEAN CONDMONS!
first flight winner and Gilbert
Scientists build satellites under DeMyer, first flight runner-tip:
terile conditions that suggest a Frank Beadles, second flight winospital operating room. Before ner and Dan Taylor second flight
.ssembling the electronic messen- runner-up.
ens, they scrub hands like doerirs and vacuum Mean their shoes.
MACHINES HERE
:vein a smudgy thumbprint on a
The sixteen voting machines for
ital part of a satellite could
ause contamination and weaken Fulton County arrived in Hick's resistance to the hazards of man Tuesday and will soon be
distributed to the various pre" pace.
cincts. They will be used in the
November General Election.
The News b The Newsiest!
`lrive here, scheduled to
e until September 8, is part
intensive state-wide effort
make sure all eligible Kencc- citizens are qualified to
the November general

South Fulton FHA
Choose Officers
For Coming Year
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LB.

31c
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lb.

White Seedless

27$

Or Red

iitor..390 GRAPES 2 Lbs. • • • 27c
Instant Tea %.c.'7:„69..
19g
C
CAULIFLOWER Ea. : .2k
Tomato Soup
YAMS 2 Lbs. . • •
19c
Salmon Cotdstream
Margarine
5 1-Lb. 790 PRUNE PLUMS 2Lbs. 19c
'a: 65° EGGS Sumbrook Medium Grade'AI Doz. 39c
Florient
Cherry Pie la: 39°
Pecan Rolls
39° BUTTER Silverbrook Creamery Lb. 59c
rackers Aristocrat
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Snow White Heads

1-Lb.
Box

•"•-••1,0"111-11,•-•••
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•"1
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111.11- 0.76.11 -•

Ann Page or
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fir

16-0z. c90
Can forI

Nutley
Golden Quarters.......

LONGHORN

Mazola
Corn Oil
Qt.
Bot.

83(

I

MILD CHEESE
Cheddar

(save 10c) Lb. 49c
$15
DIXIE'S PRIDE

"BOO:

Palmolive Soap 2 270 3 of ,0 230
Fab
320 4
Soaky Liquid
690
Ajax Cleanser 2 27c
Swan Liquid
550
Vel Liquid
530
Lux Soap
2 29c

HOME AND

HIGH SCHOOL
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Bath
Bars

Cans
of 5 230

20-0z.
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.
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THE GOLDEN

Biscuits
Cane

NEW
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Bottle
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Off--

5c
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9 I AL OThER:

14-0z.
Pkgs.

22-Oz.
Bottle

ONLY

Mt GMAT AltANTK t PACIFIC 1St COMPANY

Food Stores
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BETTY CROCKER GINGER
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Margarine

Bread Mix

French Dressing

o3170

011
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a

T
paw:
cl
7c Off

2 1"L

Pkgs. 49
°

"L 25°
Sot.

16-0s.
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SUPER RIGHT 12 TO 16 LBS.

PEACHES (Yellow Clings)

2 ca 811:17g

55e T2-hLicb.;Pkg. 99g

Thin Sliced
1-Lb. Pkg..
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